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Back in the Black
by 2022-23?

According to budget 2018, our province
is "on track to return to surplus in 202223." This will be achieved mainly through
attrition, less government spending
(via better use of technology and shared
services), and our province's blind hope
in oil (despite that hope
getting us into troubled
times before).

759

The number of
public sector jobs cut
by government in
the last 2 years.

prepared for the future? To stay in
their communities? To have choices
and determine their own paths?
People will always leave for what
It's all who
they perceive as greener pastures,
you know and
and
are free to do so. It's the people
not what you
who want to stay and can't find a
know.
way that's the problem. I don't have the
solution, but we're focusing on the wrong
group. That, of course, takea a long-view of 20
years or more, and politics is never interested in
period. We need to do more to keep our young
any
issues than spans past the next election." - ANON
people here and to also attract back our bright,

How Would YOU Recommend
We Draw Newfoundlanders
Back to Newfoundland?
Our dwindling population in NL is
bad for our economy, workforce, and
quality of life. Our government has
given Memorial University $22,800
to undertake outreach events, in
the hopes of luring locals back to
our province. How would YOU
recommend we get our people back?
"It's no mystery why our government performs
poorly: the people doing the daily grind weren't
hired based on performance and abilities. Most
government workers are promoted based on
seniority, not verve, and kept around because
it's impossible to be fired, not because they
perform well. New jobs as they open, will never
be available for people off the street who could
better fill them and inject great new ideas,
blood, and passion into our government's inner
working." - DANIELLE SORBET
"Lower taxes, give incentives to young people to
stay after graduating college or university (such
as forgiveness of some part of their provincial
student loan), provide more programs for new
grads to get into the job market, give employers
incentive programs to attract employees back
to NL, give tax incentives to people who choose
to move back for a job, decrease cost of vehicle
registration and other government services,
provide more scholarships for exemplary
students for college and university with the
expectation that they stay in the province for a

well educated young people to this province
because if not soon our economy will be in dire
straits!" - MARY DEVEREAUX JENNIFER
"All I ever wanted was a fair chance at getting
a job that matches my education level and skill
set. In both the private, but especially in the
public sectors, nepotism and cronyism make
that pretty hard to do here. It's all who you know
and not what you know. So, the province loses
in two aspects: poor advice and shoddy work
when we need thoughtful solutions to immediate
problems and, secondly, genuinely skilled people
giving up and leaving in frustration with the lack
of opportunity." - DAVID
"For people to come back the provincial
government needs to get their shit together. No
one wants to live in a province that is grossly
in debt with no hope in sight. We need to grow
the economy by diversifying into new industries
that are not dependent on non-renewable
resources. I'll be leaving in the fall (post-degree)
and I don't plan on coming back until there are
clear opportunities for career growth in a stable
economy. Newfoundland is beautiful, but there
are beautiful places elsewhere where I can also
make a decent living." - ANON
"Every conversation about this province's future
focuses on old people or the people who are leaving
or gone. The emphasis should be on the kids that
are here now. How are we educating them to be

"I left almost 3 years ago to get an education that
wasn’t available in Newfoundland. More and more
I think that I won’t be back. I miss the people and
the ocean, but I presently live in a walkable city
with great public transit. There is a respect for
heritage properties and almost all corners of the
city have residences, small grocery stores and
restaurants side by side in (relative) harmony. It
would take a lot to make me give that up. The
prospect of moving home would interest me if both
locals and local governments aspired to create
more walkable, more livable neighbourhoods,
better public transit, and stop bulldozing everything
that makes Newfoundland unique for the sake of
paving it with a stevangar drive. I recognize that
part of the reason that those things are happening
is that people like me are taking themselves out of
the pool of eligible Newfoundland voters, but I just
don’t have the energy to go home and fight that
uphill battle. Plus, if the battle uphill is anything
like the battle up Garrison Hill, chances are the
city hasn’t gotten around to plowing the battlefield
anyway." - YOUNG N EDUCATED
"Why are we focused on bringing people who
left back? If they don't want to be here, forget
them. We should be encouraging people from
other provinces and other countries who want to
live here instead. They need support and to feel
welcome. It's pretty common, and not necessarily
bad, for young people to want to move away and
experience something different." - ANON

Shedmade
Local handcrafted
furniture+decor
Every piece is different
and no piece is perfect
shedmade

shedmade709

#shedmade
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Frontier is worth praising in these hard times
our province is facing. The total production
expenditure for three seasons of Frontier is
approximately $73 million. 62% of the $73
million – or 40 million of it – was spent right
here in Newfoundland and Labrador.

Frontier is one of several new and locally
filmed productions streaming right now:
Allan Hawco’s latest TV show, Caught,
an adaptation of Lisa Moore’s
acclaimed novel is currently
on CBC. As is Little Dog, a
comedy-drama written by
Maudie spent 2.6
BY CHAD PELLEY
and starring the ever busy
million on employing
Joel Thomas Hynes. These
people, and 2.5 million
shows are respectively about
in the towns where
It’s a record: the total
a pot smuggler on the run from
it was shot.
production value of our
police, and a funny look at a man
province’s film and television
looking for redemption after dropping
his gloves in a boxing ring.
industry exceeded 50 million

dollars in 2017-18. That’s lot of tax
dollars from film projects going into
our provincial bank account.
Take Maudie, the much-buzzed film that took
home all 7 Canadian Screen awards it was
nominated for. It starred Oscar nominees
Sally Hawkins and Ethan Hake, and it
generated $400,000 worth of tax revenues
for our province.
Maudie also spent 2.6 million on employing
people, and spent 2.5 million in the
places it shot the film. 195 businesses in
Newfoundland & Labrador saw money from
this film being shot here. At the national
level, Maudie generated approximately $6.4
million in total GDP.
Politicians, and that faction of the illinformed public who once saw the Arts as
a handout industry, are finally recognizing
not just the cultural value of the arts in
enhancing our lives, but art’s ability to be an
economic engine for our ailing province.
In Budget 2017, our provincial government
doubled its Equity Investment Fund for Film
and Television production to $4 million.
It’s a start. Minister Mitchelmore recently
stood in the House of Assembly to “laud
the achievements of the Newfoundland and
Labrador film and television industry.”
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Little Dog was produced by Sherry White, a
busy local filmmaker with credits on Frontier,
and handfuls of popular shows and movies,
like Rookie Blue, Orphan Black, Ten Days in
the Valley, The Catch, Crackie, and Hatching,
Matching, and Dispatching (on which she also
plays Myrna). But lately, it’s the mega-hit
movie Maudie that has her in the spotlight.
She wrote its script.
Thanks to Newfoundland’s provincial
production incentives, administered by the
Newfoundland Film Development Corporation
(NFLDC), each provincial tax credit dollar from
Maudie resulted in $8.54 of economic output
for the province. Shows like Frontier and films
like Maudie highlight the economic potential
of our province playing a bigger and bigger
role in the Canadian film industry.
As Allan Hawco recently told The Overcast,
all of the big film projects being shot
here have built up a skill set among
Newfoundlanders that is making this an
attractive place for more companies to
come and film their projects. Filmmakers
know that we can offer them skilled film
industry workers, from actors and grips
to boom operators and cinematographers.
There’s no need flying a whole film crew
here and putting them up, and there’s no
shortage of visually spectacular backdrops
for a film or show.

PHOTOS: DUNCAN DEYOUNG / CBC TV

50 (MILLION)
PLUS CLUB
A RECORD
BREAKING
YEAR FOR OUR
LOCAL FILM
INDUSTRY

He was fresh back from a visit to the set of
season 3 of Frontier, a TV series shot here,
staring Hollywood star Jason Mamoa. “What
an amazing backdrop for this popular Netflix
series,” he Mitchelmored.

GOD GUARD THEE

WITH DREW BROWN

WHEREIN THE NDP STARTS
ROLLING SISYPHUS’ ROCK BACK
UP PRINCE PHILIP DRIVE
Don’t look now, but there’s another
provincial political party leadership
race happening this spring. What
an exciting time in Newfoundland
and Labrador’s political history! As
long as we ignore all the other bad
stuff, I mean.

spend provincial money. She’s a technocrat
with a heart of gold, which is a nice change
for a province where most economists’ first
instinct is to fire small children into the Sun to
save on stickers at the Janeway.

Gerry Rogers, meanwhile, is Gerry Rogers.
As an MHA she has the advantage of not only
sitting in the House of Assembly already, but
also in being one of the few MHAs to ever
The New Democrats are slated to pick a
accomplish actual policy change independent
new leader not long after this paper goes
of running a Cabinet portfolio. In addition to
to print. Like the Progressive Conservative
pushing for committees on pay equity
contest going on at the same time,
and LGBTQ2S rights, Rogers
it’s been a pretty low-key affair.
was the driving force behind
Notwithstanding Wayne
the All-Party Committee
Gerry Rogers has
Ronald Bennett attempting
on Mental Health and
enough experience in
to run for leader on a
the
House
to
know
about
the
Addictions, whose 54
platform of “getting mad
many shortcomings of our
recommendations last
about Zionism on VOCM,”
democratic system
spring now form the
it’s been mostly quiet on
and enough experience
framework
for system
the leftern front.
in making that broken
reform. If she could call all
machinery work.
that from the back seat of a
Unlike the Tories, the NDP
third party, imagine what she’d
contest seems to be less about
do in the driver’s seat.
who will most enthusiastically
manage the province’s transition into a
I’m not a Dipper, but if I was I’d lean more
neo-Dickensian horrorshow than in whether
towards Gerry Rogers. She’s got enough
or not the party of Noble Losers can finally
experience in the House to know about
capitalize on the fact that a solid 35% of the
the many shortcomings of our democratic
province would rather saw through their
system and enough experience in making
thighs with a rusty spork than vote for the
that broken machinery work. To me, this
major parties.
seems like valuable expertise for a leader
Also unlike the Tories, the NDP candidates
seem to be talking about real ideas instead of
fantasizing about how to make our judges Kings.

whose first job will be to remake the NDP
from a social justice social club into a
Government In Waiting. But between the two,
either would be a good choice for leader.

Alison Coffin is an economist at Memorial
University who contributed a chapter to last
year’s Democracy Cookbook about how to
reform the budgeting process by “taking
politics out of budgeting.” The province
currently budgets for a year at a time, more
or less disconnected from measuring the
outcomes of the spending; Coffin’s proposal is
to bring in multi-year budgeting directly linked
to policy outcomes so we can better plan and

Whatever the outcome of the race, the work
remains the same. Both candidates are
acutely aware of the need for organizational
reform within the party itself, which is a
glimmer of self-awareness neither the
Liberals or Tories seem to grasp.
Maybe this is a silver lining from the party’s
self-immolation back in 2013. They have
been forced to worry about the rotting
carpentry inside provincial party politics

REGISTER
NOW!!

Learn to dance... it’s so much fun!
Learn to Waltz and Jive! New Beginner Class,
Tuesdays 7-8 pm starting April 3rd, for 8 weeks.

For all other and more advanced classes please check the website for schedule & pricing.

27 Mayor Avenue, St. John’s • 579-3233 • judy@judyknee.com • judyknee.com

for a lot longer than either of the governing
parties. Whether or not the party can be
salvaged is another question - it will take
a lot of work to transform the NDP from
a busted jalopy up on cinder blocks into a
vehicle for mass democratic social change.

off (again) as another flash in the pan that will
evaporate before it can accomplish anything.
It will be a while before they are ready to break
into the rural parts of the province, but the lion’s
share of the St. John’s Metro - and maybe, finally,
Official Opposition - is within the party’s grasp.

You’ll know this is happening if the party
manages to tap into all the motivated young
people who stormed St. John’s City Hall last
September. If the NDP can’t capture the energy
and imagination of engaged, progressiveminded people desperate for something new at
a time of record dissatisfaction with “politics as
usual,” then we’ll know we can write the party

That’s a big 'If," and you rarely reap
the optimism you sow in the soil of
Newfoundland’s social democracy. But
maybe the proverbial iron is finally hot
enough to strike - or, maybe, the NDP will
finally get a leader who recognizes that you
make it hot by striking.
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Raymonds' Chef
Ross Larkin to Square
Off on Top Chef Canada
BY LAUREN POWER

Ross Larkin is the latest local
to throw their chef’s knives into
the ring on the country’s mostwatched culinary competition,
Top Chef Canada.
The man with the
moustache comes with
a pedigree – chef de
cuisine at Raymonds
– and he’s repping
St. John’s with a
selection of locally
sourced ingredients.

May Special
$125/night+hst

The world of culinary competitions is new
territory for Larkin, as Top Chef Canada is
the first and only cooking competition he
has ever done. “The only person who knew
that I signed up was my wife, Celeste,” says
Larkin. “I missed the deadline to send in my
application for the show, but she reached out
to someone at the network and was
able to get the application sent.”

*based on a two night stay/double occupancy

Rooms & Suites
Dining
Conferences

Now, he’s going up against
other talented, up-andcoming chefs from
across Canada in a
series of challenges,
cooking dishes
inspired by national and
international cuisine, as
they vie for the illustrious
title of Top Chef.

1-877-464-3240
www.ﬁshersloft.com
reopening April 27th

After discovering his passion for the pace
of the professional kitchen, Larkin quickly
moved up the back-of-the-house ranks to
his current position, where he helps bring
Raymonds sustainable approach to fine
dining to the table: foraging and sourcing
locally grown ingredients from independent
purveyors. “I can honestly say that I have
never had the same day twice and I'm sure
I never will,” says Larkin. “Saying that is an
amazing thing. The fact that every day is new
and exciting proves we are so lucky in this
province to serve wild game and products
from our island. It is something I cherish and
do not take for granted.”
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Now back on home turf, Larkin is happily
back to cooking and working with the people
that make sustainable cuisine possible.
“Talking to farmers and foragers, fishermen,
hunters, everyone that comes to the door with
products,” says Larkin. “Talking to them and
getting to know their stories is an amazing
thing. Having that close of a connection with
the food you serve means a lot.”

Season 6 of Top Chef Canada
premieres on the Food
Network on Sunday, April 8.

PHOTO: FOODNETWORK.CA

Larkin, a St. John’s
native, has got deep roots
in town, where his family
While this was Larkin’s first
owned Henry’s Lunch Room, a
time navigating the challenges of the
fish and chips shop in the east end.
Top Chef kitchen, he is familiar with being
“My family owned and operated Henry’s
constantly tested by what’s available.
Lunch on Merrymeeting Road,” says
“Trying to stay creative is a big part
Larkin. “I grew up with and in that
of cooking in Newfoundland,”
restaurant. Memories of peeling
says Larkin. “We have so
potatoes for fries, buttering
“I missed the deadline
many ingredients and so little
fresh bread out of the oven for
to send in my application
ingredients at times. Being
sandwiches. Spending time
for the show, but my wife
creative in the months when
there after school with my
reached out to the
the farms are not putting
network!"
grandfather in the kitchen, just
out heaps of different types of
watching him sometimes, more
vegetables
is challenging.”
than anything.”

729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca
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Are Winning the
St. John's Brunch
Game in 2018
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

9am-2pm | LionS CLub ChaLet
{check online for weather cancellations}
mark the DateS!

Jan 27
Feb 10
Feb 24
mar 10

mar 24
apr 07
apr 21
may 05
may 19

Try 5 days FREE.
WIN a month’s membership.
swim

conditioning
centre

track

�tness
class

your choice

contact us
for more info

726-YMCA
279-YMCA

The word brunch was first
uttered by British author Guy
Beringer, when he penned
"Brunch: A Plea" for an issue of
Hunters' Weekly in 1895. “By
eliminating the need to get up
early on Sunday, brunch would
make life brighter for Saturdaynight carousers. It would
promote human happiness in
other ways as well. Brunch is
cheerful, sociable, and inciting.”
His statements proved eerily
accurate.
Over the next century, brunch slowly crept
into popular consciousness. In the 1990s
it exploded, and hasn't slowed down.
Sometimes judged a millennial thing, rising
late on weekends to socialize over decadent
dishes and boozy beverages has proved to
be popular with every demographic.
BRUNCH SCENE IN ST. JOHN'S
IS GROWING
The St. John's brunch scene is growing. As
would be expected, the cream is rising to
the top. But with more and more options
popping up, deciding where to go for
brunch can be challenging.
Some things haven't changed in the past
few years. Mallard Cottage's consistently
excellent brunch, with its famous cake
table, is one of them. Merchant Tavern's
sophisticated cocktails and elegant
brunch haven't failed us either. Laid back

Two players, however, seem to be defining
early 2018's brunch game.
For the city proper, Bernard Stanley
Gastropub is absolutely nailing the
downtown, urban brunch with lots of
selection and top shelf beers and cocktails.
So much so that they've had to expand
hours to accommodate demand, and are
now serving their brunch menu 10-4, from
Monday to Friday, and 9-4 on Saturday
and Sunday. There's often a line up out the
door at peak weekend hours. This crew
has been building a reputation since they
opened late 2015, but they really hit their
stride in the past year.
Asked what makes Bernard Stanleys
brunch special, Simone Savard-Walsh
Molloy says “consistently delicious, fresh
food at reasonable prices. We make
almost everything in house, from our
hollandaise and aiolis to our creme brûlée
and peanut butter pie. "We have some very
popular breakfast items such as Crunchy
French Toast Stuffed with Brie, and topped
with rum caramel sauce, and a Breakfast
Burrito with chorizo and pico de gallo
topped with hollandaise.”
Engaged, accommodating staff boast
bar skills that deserve to be investigated
beyond just the weekend Caesar and
mimosa specials. The cocktails (and
mocktails!) they've devised are fun without
being too esoteric.
THE GROUNDS IS A GREAT
DESTINATION FOR A SUNDAY DRIVE
For a brunch at the end of a relaxing
Sunday drive, The Grounds Cafe in
Portugal Cove, located in the Garden
Center at Murray's Meadows Farms,
is taking a lighter approach, literally.
The simple, frequently changing menu
and ecstasy-inducing baked goods are
perfectly placed beneath the cafe's high
ceilings and multiple windows that shed
sunlight from all directions.

BERNARD STANLEY GASTROPUB
Eggs Benedict

THE GROUNDS CAFE @ MURRAY'S
Quiche & Beet Salad

Gorgeous hooked rugs are displayed on
the walls. Bright, open space and verdant
trays of micro greens growing to the side
of the kitchen area give it a bohemian,
Vancouver Island feel,while being right
outside town.
What are the best brunch choices at
Grounds? Head chef Nick Van Mele tells
me “personal quiches are really popular
with the brunch crowd, same with the
sprouted lentil bowl with soft boiled
Coates Farm egg, kale, housemade
yogurt, and granola. We also have a lot of
breakfasty type pastries like scones and
cinnamon buns.”
Sourcing from several local farms and
using ultra fresh ingredients gives the
Grounds an unbeatable edge. The best
food comes from the best ingredients,
it's that simple. The food at The Grounds
is next level. Beer, cider, and house
ade drinks like Caesers and vodka
partridgeberry are available. An honorable
mention for brunch cocktails goes to Jag
Hotel's restaurant, Exile, for their Caesar.
Like pretty much everyone else they have
a weekend special on it, but theirs is one
of the ones worth getting out of bed for.
Good brunch there, too.

ymcanl.com
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BERNARDSTANLEYGASTROPUB

MHA for
St. John’s
Centre

THEGROUNDSATMURRAYS /

BRUNCH
ISLAND
These Restaurants

YUM!

experiences at Zachary's
and Donovan's Irving (in The
Pearl) will set your wallet
back less without losing any
of the brunching joy. Well, except
that Big Stop doesn't serve cocktails.
Yellowbelly serves a generous brunch with
some fun breakfast pizza themed options.

PHOTOS:

GERRY
ROGERS

A THOUGHTFUL CONVERSATION
WITH CHAD BENNETT

City Talk

People learn about
their neighbourhoods and
their city, and the interesting
events and cultural aspects
that shaped their
community.

Getting to Know
Where You Live;
Walking Your
City and Mapping
it Too
BY HAPPY CITY ST. JOHN'S

Have you heard about Jane’s Walks?
They are a series of informal, free,
and citizen-led walks where people
learn about their neighbourhoods
and their city, and the interesting
events and cultural aspects
that shaped their community.
Jane’s Walks are a way of linking
neighbours, building community,
starting dialogues, and discovering
new ways of looking at each locale.
Every year across the country and around
the world these walks commemorate the
birthday of Jane Jacobs, an urban activist
who spearheaded a movement to change
the way citizens think about and engage with
their neighbourhoods and cities. This year the
walks are being held on May 4th, 5th and 6th and
usually last about 90 minutes.
Happy City St. John’s is very excited to be
working with community partners to hold
several walks in St. John’s, NL.
On the afternoon of Saturday, May 5, Northeast
Avalon ACAP, a community action group that
addresses environmental issues, is hosting
Changing Times and Land Uses. This walk, led
by Arvo McMillan, will use a route established by
the Grand Concourse which follows the hidden
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Mullin's Brook from
Mundy Pond to Victoria
Park and the Waterford
River. The walk will
discuss changes in the use
of land and water, the daylighting
of hidden streams, and proposals for upgrading
Victoria Park. This will be followed by the
Waterford River-Riverhead Walk led by Nicholas
White of the Grand Concourse Authority. This
route, along Water Street West and the Waterford
River T'Railway will highlight the history of this
major terminus and changes in the form and
character of Downtown's western fringe.
Other Jane’s Walks during the weekend
will include:
The Pedestrian Pathways Walk, led by
architects Grant Genova and Jessica Stanford,
which traces the pedestrian pathways of old
St. John's
The Vacant Spaces Walk, led by Josh Smee of
Happy City St. John’s, which looks at possible
uses for vacant spaces such as the old Grace
Hospital site on LeMarchant Road
The Georgestown Walk, led by Elizabeth
Oliver and friends of the Georgestown
Neighbourhood Association, which traces the
development and history of one of St. John’s
early suburbs
The Churchill Park Walk, led by historian
Robert Sweeny, which focuses on the
development of this garden suburb in the
1940s and how it changed over time to
become the iconic neighbourhood it is today.
There are other events still in the planning
stages, including Jane’s Run, led by a trio
of runners with an interest in the history of
running and racing in St. John’s, which we
hope will take place Saturday or Sunday. For
more details on all these events, check out
Happy City’s pagehappycity.ca/janeswalks.
We're also trying to map public spaces in St
John's and we want your help, visit happycity.
ca/maps for more details.

How Electric
Cars Could
Keep Hundreds
of Millions
of Dollars in
Newfoundland
An unlikely hero for this Province
may in fact be the electric car.
Yes, this article is about Muskrat
Falls, a construction project
which has spilled more ink than
a spooked ocean of squid. No, Mr.
Sensitive Premier this will not be
doom and gloom, I'm surprised
too. It's time to turn the page and
find solutions. Let's begin that
conversation.
On February 20th 2018, for the
first time in our history,
the Isle of Newfoundland
began importing
electricity. The Maritime
Link, the 500 megawatt transmission
line, has begun flowing
power from Nova Scotia to
Newfoundland.

However if we give Emera, the for profit
company which owns Nova Scotia power,
a readymade market for their coal power,
they would have many reasons to keep
supplying it. So what can be a part of the
solution? How do we generate more revenue
without taking more money from anyone’s
pocket? The answer is income redirection
and capture.
According to Statistics Canada, in 2016, NL
had 361,096 personal vehicles registered in
the Province, and had net sales of gasoline
of 783,282,000 litres. Let's be conservative
and say that those 361,096 vehicles are
only responsible for half of the gasoline
sales, which would leave 391,641,000 litres
purchased on a yearly basis for personal
automobile use. At current gasoline
prices of 117.9 cents per litres in the St.
John’s area, we are collectively spending
$461,744,739 dollars every year.
Currently, approximately 17% of this
money is recovered with a gas tax, yet
more with business and income taxes.
Lets again err on the side of caution and
generously say that the Province recovers
50% of the total gas revenue, that still
leaves approximately 231 Million
Dollars leaving this Province.

With Muskrat Falls coming
online in late 2018, we will
A reserved estimate of
have a huge excess of
money we'd keep in the
electrical capacity. Small
province by powering
Government initiatives
cars with electricity
could result in 25% of
instead of gas.
vehicles being electric in
5 years as demonstrated in
other Nations. In 20 years, every
vehicle could be an electric one and
Once Muskrat Falls comes online this has
every
dollar spent on transportation energy
to stop. Nova Scotian power should not be
would
stay in the Province.
viewed as any part of the solution to our

$231 MILLION

current problems. Firstly, we need to pay
our own bills not someone else's. Secondly,
Nova Scotia has an electrical generation
system which would make Dickensian
London blush. They are burning enormous
quantities of coal to produce electricity and
that's something we can't support.
One of the chief virtues of Muskrat Falls
was that it would displacedirty Nova
Scotian electricity.

Newfoundland and Labrador could redirect
the money we are already spending and
capture a minimum of 231 Million Dollars
a year, every year, and it wouldn't take a
single extra dime out of anyone’s pocket.
60 dollars, whether spent of gasoline or
electricity is still only 60 dollars. This is a
real part of the solution, there are others,
join the conversation.

ON THE JOB

has been up to since leaving
the island
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

Mintz reminds me of a mullet.
The haircut, I mean. Business in the
front, party in the back. Like the dual realities
of the late night dance party lover who is
also the co-ordinator of a global advocacy
campaign on ending impunity for sexual
exploitation and abuse by UN personnel. To
look at her Instagram posts, you'd think Mintz
was a professional athlete and adventurer,
biking and skiing while traveling or hanging
with dogs in her off time.
You wouldn't be totally wrong, sporty
adventures being what she mentions first
when I ask her what she likes to do when
she's not doing her tough and important
work. Her "everything but the kitchen
sink" list of chosen sports even covers
snowshoeing. It's a hedonistic athleticism,
the late night dancing followed by early
morning cycling or running with the
Cabbagetown Cycling Club or Night Terrors
Run Crew in her home base of Toronto. She
enjoys a challenge.
This sort of energy and passion is often
found in people working to improve global
circumstances. Mintz tells me her parents
were active in progressive causes through
her Corner Brook upbringing, and joined in
community marches and protests. Through
this, Mintz developed an interest in how
community groups and non-governmental
agencies could influence government policy.
Leaving Newfoundland before her last year
of high school to attend Pearson College
outside Victoria BC was tough for a young
Mintz . But the progressive and idealistic
school attended by students from over a
hundred and fifty countries deepened her
interest in global policy and the complexity
of the world outside Canada. A liberal arts
degree at York University's Glendon College

SHAWN
DAWSON

followed, then time as a
legislative intern. Joining
the Foreign Service at
age 23 , she spent two of
her seven years there in
Ethiopia at the Canadian
Embassy working on,
among many things, refugee
and humanitarian affairs and
human rights issues.

Professional
Forager
Dawson makes his living from
searching the Newfoundland
wilderness for edible mushrooms,
seaweeds, berries, molluscs, weeds,
herbs, and teas. The man is a
walking, talking field manual of
what to look for and where to find it.

Challenging but rewarding, she mentions
a repressive political climate and extreme
poverty but also the independent, hard
working ,and giving nature of the communities
she experienced. She fed hyenas and enjoyed
the best macchiatos of her life.

In just an hour-long conversation, I had
my mind blown countless times. Why?
Because apparently steamed Japanese
knotweed tastes like asparagus, Alderbuds can be used for black pepper,
you can pickle seaweed like
kimchi, chaga can be used
to brew stout beer, and
rosehips used to brew
saisons, chanterelle
ice-cream is amazing,
stinging-nettle pesto
is better than basil,
wild sea-mustard hot
sauce sells very well, and
you can make dulse jerky.

In 2013 Mintz decided to attend Ryerson for
a Masters of Immigration and Settlement
Studies. During this time she took a job as
research assistant to distinguished visiting
professor Stephen Lewis, whose work she
already admired, and whom she credits
with encouraging her to be outspoken and
fearless in her pursuit of social justice.
Lewis co-directs AIDS Free World , and after
Mintz was done her Masters, she moved on
to her current position at the international
advocacy organization. There she co-ordinates
Code Blue, a campaign addressing sexual
abuses by UN personnel. AIDS Free World
examines how gender inequality, sexual
violence, and other human rights abuses make
marginalized groups more vulnerable to the
virus and fights for justice and accountability.

The life of a forager is equal parts
farmer, entrepreneur, and social media
creative. Dawson spends 70 to 80 hours
foraging in the woods each week to
supply his customers - the restaurants
you know and love - with the freshest
Newfoundlandia possible. He makes his
deliveries to restaurants one day a week.
The rest of his time is spent dreaming up
new avenues to sell, create, or find new
products, and trying to spread the holy
gospel of foraged food.

Through Code Blue, Mintz is working
towards a world where victims can demand
justice, and receive it, and where abusers
don't evade justice. Cool Mintz indeed.

PHOTOS: SUBMITTED

Boogie nights, early
rides, and fighting
sexual abuse on an
international scale.
Corner Brook's Kaila
Mintz does it all.

BY BADGE

Foraging was something that Dawson
found himself drawn into all his life. What
started as outings with his grandmother
became a passion and is now a

profession. This is the first year Dawson
has been able to work on his foraging
full-time. The knowledge and skills he
uses to keep food on people's tables
have been developed through countless
hours in the woods and constant reading.
Wanna forage? You gotta read.
Dawson runs his many operations under
the name The Barking Kettle. The main
hub of this business is the wholesale
of foraged goods to other businesses,
maintaining relationships, taking orders,
and planning his weeks around what to
look for and where to search. However
you can catch him selling some of his
many experiments at the St. John's
Farmer's markets, and the many food
festivals around the island.
Dawson has recently been working with
local chefs on a series of events called
The Forager’s Dinner: a celebration of
wild foraged ingredients. He provides
the foraged foliage and they do a special
menu for the curious customer. He
just celebrated the fifth of these events
in March, having worked with FORK
restaurant and The Grounds Cafe.
In the spring and summer
months, Dawson leads a
foraging tour out of the
Murray Garden Centre in
Portugal Cove. He takes
participants around
the centre grounds in
search of familiar and
foragable species, then
they return back to The
Grounds Cafe and the kitchen
team cooks up what they find. Ecotour meets hide and seek meets dinner.
In addition to all this, Dawson is working
on a wild Newfoundland foraging
cookbook. It will be something of a
companion to the already available field
guides to edible plants but with tips and
recipes from local chefs on how best to
use them. The current literature has not
yet caught up with the enthusiasm of
the modern wild food movement, and
Dawson hopes to change that.
You can catch Dawson on facebook
under Barkingkettle and on instagram
@flossmandandycabbage
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Upalong What Kaila Mintz

SPIN THIS.

NEW RELEASES
Sherry Ryan
Wreckhouse
REVIEW BY SANDY MAY

Mark your calendars: Sherry Ryan will be
releasing her newest album, Wreckhouse, at The Ship Pub on April
27th. It’s been 6 years since her last album, Sister of Mine and a lot can
happen in the span of 6 years: births, deaths, marriages, divorce, etc.
Wreckhouse is Sherry Ryan’s 4th album, and like each previous release, the songs on Wreckhouse
are a soundtrack for all of life’s twists and turns, heartaches and hurrahs. Through it all, Ryan’s
warm voice blankets you with comfort, even if you want to crawl under that blanket with a bottle of
your preferred whiskey. Ryan has always melded country, folk, and blues together easily. While she
doesn’t set out to reinvent herself, Wreckhouse opens big in a way that feels different from previous
albums. The first track (and single), "Natural Law," kicks in with swirling organ, electric guitars,
and a steady, driving beat. Sounding a bit like Chrissy Hynde, Ryan steps to the mic and confidently
delivers this pop-rock number with the right amount of country swagger.
If you’re a fan of Ryan’s signature heartbreaker ballads though, fear not: there’s heartbreak
a plenty to go around. On "Long Awaited Question," Ryan confesses, “I’m afraid to ask do
you feel better without me, I’m afraid the last thing on your mind is me.” "Cool and Clear,"
"On Paper," and "After Whiskey Before Breakfast"; they’re all beautiful, classic Sherry Ryan
tearjerkers. Still, one of my favourite qualities of Ryan’s as a songwriter has always been
her sense of humour: never one to wallow facedown, Ryan dusts herself off with cheeky
reprieves throughout the album. "Stop The Trains" is one such moment. Written with her
father Jim, for whom the album is dedicated, the song tells the story of working the trains
in Wreckhouse, Newfoundland, an infamous stretch of rail where high winds were known to
blow trains straight of their tracks. It’s a toe-tapping, honky-tonk shuffle in the vein of Lefty
Frizzell and Hank WIlliams, and it’s got all the hallmarks of a country classic in the making.
On the album’s quieter moments, the decision to record live off the floor works perfectly.
Ryan’s rich voice holds so much nuance within it. It’s earnest, and even delicate at times, yet
equally purposeful and powerful. All of this comes through effortlessly on songs like "Cool
and Clear," and "Paper." On songs like "Natural Law," and "Ferry Won’t Wait," though, the
crackling energy of the live band can jockey a bit too much for attention with Ryan’s voice.
Sherry Ryan can pen tunes with the best of them, but it’s that voice that immediately
draws you in. Anne Murray, Camera Obscura’s Tracey Anne Campbell, and the inevitable
comparisons to Lucinda Williams, all come to mind, but really, Ryan has an arresting
voice that’s all her own. If you’ve been a fan of her’s up to now, Wreckhouse surely won’t
disappoint. It’s Sherry Ryan hitting her stride in full, offering you a seat for the ride, through
it all, thick and thin. Standout tracks: "Stop The Train," "I Made It On My Own."
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Roundelay
There Just Might
Be Enough Time
REVIEW BY BRAD PRETTY

Growing up in Newfoundland, there weren’t exactly a ton of
alternative Newfoundland music icons for a bay kid to look up to.
There were few bands willing to venture past the overpass on
any sort of consistent basis.
The ones that did soon learned that there were hordes of bored teenagers waiting to soak in
every sonic inch of their local Lion’s Club. And to some of those impressionable youngsters,
these bands represented some sort of musical upper echelon; royalty of sorts. Well
jammed, fiercely original, in control of the stage, and hungry to just play for anyone. That’s
how I first came across Roundelay.
Closing in on 15 years later, the band is strewn across the great expanse of Canada. They
haven’t released an album since 2009's self titled sophomore offering, which was years
in the making. Besides the occasional holiday show that always brought on heaps of
nostalgia, Roundelay was a relic in the minds of the St. John’s music scene.
When I heard how they were going to record a new album, I didn’t believe it. Arnob Bal,
their producer, crisscrossing the country to capture everything? Writing new material
online? It seemed like such an insurmountable task.
But it all came together. Taking over a year, and physically spanning from shore to shore
(not to mention mixed in India), There Just Might Be Enough Time made it out into the world
at the end of 2017. And it’s definitely a Roundelay album.
While the aforementioned nostalgia certainly kicks in, there’s a complexity - a maturity
- that shines through. This is not some passive attempt at reliving past glory. This is
a creative reckoning; songs that were itching to get out. The band keeps evolving. It’s
immediately recognizable and feels familiar, but it’s novel. Most importantly, it’s really
f*cking good. It’s everything I remembered from the space-rock titans of St. John’s
and more. The mastery of guitar effects is more evident than ever before. It’s full of the
trademark roundelay shifts into delay-drenched melancholy, but they feel more
intentional. More calculated.
The lead-off, “Photosynthesis” showcases this ideal perfectly: launching from noise, Joe’s
vocal melodies build around a swirling mix of dextrous runs, sandwiched into mesmerizing
rhythms. They were always a band who had the chops to backup their songwriting, but
this is next-level. It makes the earlier records sound juvenile in a way - and that’s no slight
at them.But it’s not just the playing that’s being showcased here. Their sense of melodic
timing, their ability to build a song from the ground up has sharpened. “Ferris” is a great
example of this - a great song with interesting layers and a worthwhile payoff.
It’s like the band really wanted to make an album or something. It’s foolish to think that
distance can completely cut off creative collaboration in this day and age. There’s a certain
magic to making music in the same room as a bunch of other people, but it takes wizardry
to achieve the technical feat of writing and recording an album like this. All the while,
making one that builds upon a band’s legacy. This is no addendum to a published book;
no PS on a letter. This is a full-bodied sequel to one of the best, most innovative rock
bands St. John's has ever seen. It only took 8 years.

RPM. He’s back here under a new name,
sounding quiet but compelling, with a stripped
down sound that showcases the barebones
talent and strength of the songs he writes.
He doesn't need a band to build them up and
win you over: the kernels of these songs pop
perfectly enough as they are to make this your
late winter album for lazy snowdays.

EDITOR'S PICKS

2018 RPMs You Need to Hear
December means Christmas, June
means summer, and in St. John's,
February means a bounty of new
local music, courtesy of the annual
RPM Challenge (wherein people
record an album of original music in
February, just for kicks).

There's risks taken (as if to embrace the liberty
and spirit of making an RPM) and they all land
like an Olympian that surprised itself. There
should be more collaboration among these
two, and the songs show off Barker's stylistic
versatility. She's not just singing here; she
elevates the captivating music by knowing
exactly how to augment it with her approach to
adding vocals as instrument.

The RPM has produced well over 1,000 local
albums. This year alone there was about 130
local albums written, recorded, and shared.
Below is a handful of spontaneous lines written
upon first listen to many of them, hours before
this issue of The Overcast went to print.

BORSCHT
Cold Soup
This is an album by the son of famed local
musicians Erin Power & Duane Andrews,
and it shows signs of a budding genius in
that an elementary aged kid is mixing tracks,
textures, and tempos in an equally unobvious
and cohesive manner, and in a way that’d
have a bar hopping just fine with the volume
on 10 and the lightshow going. Here’s this
year’s kid genius album. The songs even
build and breathe and end when and as they
should. This is not just, “cute, look, a kid made
this!” It’s more like, whoa, someone made
an experimental instrumental album and it
shows groove and promise. A Rarity.

AMANDA HOLD
All I Ever Wanted Was
A classic RPM tale: A person with a clear
penchant for songwriting (and in this
case, singing too), reluctantly releases an
RPM album, with liner notes full of selfdeprecating disclaimers of supposedly
not knowing what they're doing. Amanda
knows what she’s doing. It's a perfectly
good straight-up singer-songwriter album,
elevated by her beautiful voice and a live off
the floor sound that makes the spare guitarand-mic songs feel live and urgent.
THE BELLE TRACKIES
The Belle Trackies
A collaboration of Joanna Barker and Benjamin
Thwaites that perfectly demonstrates why
artists collaborate: to break new ground, and
produce something neither artist would have
done alone. What they created stands out by
sounding unfamiliar, and well, really good.
There is a perfect interplay between Ben's
evocative electronic soundscapes and Barker's
dreamy, playful lyrics and vocal stylings.

THE CHIM LEES
Hon Lee
A catchy, immediately likeable, and playlistable
90's and Sloan-evoking indie rock sound that
borrows the best and most charming elements
of pop and artists like Mike O'Neill or Lou
Barlow. No need saying much more beyond this
is one of the best RPMs of 2018.
CIVIL SHEPHERD
Civil Shepherd
The acoustic singer-songwriter standout of
the year comes from a familiar voice under
a new moniker. Bryan Power launched his
career as Pilot to Bombardier during 2009's

relatable lines of shared woes, just carefully
composed sound that connects with us on
some primitive auditory spectrum. Breathing
Room lays that magic formula down on tape,
and impressively, it does so in a minimalistic
fashion. Less is more, when less is done right.
This is moody, engrossing, trance-inducing
fuel for any task at hand.

EVELYN JESS
Hommade
Long time RPM-er Evelyn Jess served up a
stand-out for her genre this year. Fetching
guitar and stacked vocals, all delivered with
a lot of self-assurance and the sense this
songwriter's found their stride.

OLD WORMS
Old Worms
Plenty of couples have made RPMs together,
but none of them created anything like
this. Old Worms is a collaboration of the
psychotic guitarist from Monsterbator,
and Derm Kean & an Incredible Woman
(Christian Gagnon) and one of the most
JAM JAM JAM BAND
innovative songwriters in St. John's, with
Itty Bitty Kitty Ditties
a remarkable knack for knowing what to
A great ukulele-driven album of
do with her voice as an instrument,
ballads from the "World's Greatest
Megan Harnum (Scrambled
Cat Dad" to his kitten, Jam Jam.
Meggz, Hard Ticket, The
A great album of
Lyrically, it covers all the trials
Mudflowers). That knack
ballads from the
and triumphs only a humancomes to the fore and
"World's Greatest Cat
cat connection endures, as
makes songs like "Our New
Dad" to his kitten,
expressed in self-evidently
home" and "Control Freak"
Jam Jam.
themed songs like "I'll only love
soar. The album sounds as
(When I Want To)."
unpredictable, gritty, good,
and maybe even as new-groundJEFF FORAN
breaking as you'd imagine and want
It's For You
it to be. It's a pretty perfect punkForan combines the catchy grooves of
and-rock hybrid that bleeds authenticity,
hip hop vocals and proper basslines with
potential, and the tapping into of some new
relatable, unexpected lyrics, and classic,
sound. They need to keep going with this.
nostalgia-inducing genres in a blend and
blurring of sounds that offers something for
PET LEGS
everyone, and, a lot to like. Innovative stuff.
Cassiopeia
RPM All Stars Pet Legs return in ever finer form
GRETA WARNER
with an assured sound in line with Alvvays'
02-18
winning forumla for indie pop-rock. The album
Peppy pop bent in a few interesting
manages pep even when it's being quiet. This is
directions, with witty lyrics and innovative
evocative, moody music from a duo that's been
instrumentation. Catchy stuff; RPM standout
making music together long enough that they're
status achieved.
in a groove so great they can bang out an RPM
that sounds a year in the making, not a month.
LEON WHITE
Soft Mod
SAD TAX
This batch of moody instrumentals is the
Ritual Potluck Murder
basis for something more, something epic
Sounds like mad genius coming into clear
really, yet it's perfectly fine on its own as
focus. Canning has been RPM-ing for a
background music for studying, working,
decade, leaving a trail of innovative albums
chilling out. The wicked licks in the opening
behind him as he trudges on, but on Ritual
track show Leon off as one of the city's
Potluck Murder he takes a lot of departures in
finest guitarists, tracks like "F O U R" and "E
sound, and they all land well. Even the largest
I G H T" and "N I N E" show off some diversity
departures in sound, like the crazy catchy,
in his musical chops, and every track is a
instantly playlistable "I Can't Stop Thinking
testament to his ease with songwriting and
of All the Wonderful Possibilities." A lot of
playing a variety of instruments.
avenues are being explored here, and infusing
his tried and true sound with this new creative
MEDIANS
blood has served up a clear standout RPM
Breathing Room
of the year. Every song is simply interesting,
Instrumental ambient music isn’t easy to pull
good, and doing something different than the
off. You have to lull a listener with atmosphere
last. It's a blast of a listen and quite a damn
and music only, no catchy singalongs, no
feat of songwriting.
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are seeing and seizing opportunities. Upon
moving back home to Newfoundland, Chris
couldn’t help but notice all the unused apple
trees in his hometown of Milton. Milton’s
unique geography creates a protected valley
that apple trees do quite well in.

Cider Company
Open for business
& selling out already
Newfoundland has its first
cidery, and it's no surprise that on
their official launch night in late
February, their products sold out
city wide at the NLC.
The demand for cider in Newfoundland
came out of nowhere in the 2010s, perhaps
because ciders were so poorly known and
poorly marketed here, not to mention the
slim pickings available to us. For a while
there, it was Strongbow or nothing. Slowly,
some fine craft offerings trickled in, like No
Boats on Sunday, and Yellowbelly’s Crooked
as Sin Cider.
AHEAD OF THE CIDER GAME
Marc Poirier and Chris Adams, the force
behind our province’s first cidery, had been
homebrewing cider long before the NLC
starting giving more shelf space to the stuff.
Chris particularly fell for ciders during
some time spent living in Ireland, where
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BY CHAD PELLEY

THEY PLAN TO OFFER CIDER
IN ALL ITS GLORY

Newfoundland Cider Company plans to offer
the full range of their drink of choice from
dry to sweet, still to sparkling, straight-up
to botanical, and more. They launched with
2 core, permanent offerings.The duo is also
dedicated to making cider the traditional
Poirier was confident there’d be demand for
way, as Poirier rightfully points out that
a local cider company because consumption
the vast majority of ciders available in the
of cider in Newfoundland increased almost
province come from breweries that
fourfold during the 2010s. He also
rely on imported ingredients, and
adds that an increasing demand
breweries that admittedly inject
for locally produced products,
their “ciders” with artificial
like a cider, is entirely in-line
flavours. Many of these
with trends in our newly
Milton’s unique
offerings admit that right on
booming food and drink
geography creates a
the can, like Mad Jack, which
industry. As well, Milton is at
protected valley that
is
labelled as “apple-flavoured
the gateway of the Bonavista
apple trees do
beer”
instead of cider.
peninsula, so it’s very well
quite well in.
he was exposed to stuff never available in
Newfoundland. He got to try a lot of great
examples of ciders, in all their variations,
from dry to sweet, and smoky and strange.

positioned to attract plenty of
tourists and baycationers.
TURNING AN UNUSED ORCHARD
INTO AN OPPORTUNITY
The revitalization of rural Newfoundland
lays in the hands of entrepreneurs who

Newfoundland Cider Company’s
story is a classic tale of filling a niche and
doing it right: they wanted a steady stream of
quality ciders for the people of their province,
and looking around their hometown, they
had the apples to do it. When life gives you
apples, make cider-ade.

As with wine, aging cider in oak
barrels can add desirable body,
flavour, and complexity. For
their Forager Barrel Aged Cider,
Newfoundland Cider Company
uses oak whiskey barrels to add
something special and distinct to
the cider. The whiskey notes wind
up defining a lot of what makes this
cider unique. Forager Barrel Aged
Cider is made from wild apples
foraged from along the sea front and
forests of Milton. “Each vintage will
be slightly different from one year to
the next,” Poirier adds. “Tastes will
vary depending on which wild apple
trees we harvest, and what type of
whiskey barrels we use.”

Old Tilt
Old Tilt is named after an old,
abandoned, long-forgotten orchard
in Milton. The very same place
Newfoundland Cider Company
established their new orchard. Old
Tilt is made using a blend of apples
to conjure up a sweet, mediumbodied cider. It pairs well with a lot
of seafood and cheeses like Brie
and cheddar. Refreshing on a hot
summer day, it works to wash down
sausages as well.

NEWFOUNDLANDCIDERCO

Newfoundland

There are nearly eight
thousand species of apples,
and Poirier and Adams
didn’t plant the ones they
started making cider
from, so they weren’t
even sure what they were
making their first batches
with. While there’s a nice air of
mystery in their early bottles on
account of this, the duo started their
own orchard in Milton, in part to know what
kinds of apples they’re working with. It’s our
province’s first official orchard.

Forager Barrel
Aged Cider

PHOTOS:

Locals discovered this and planted them
amply many years ago, but the trees were
producing more than anyone was eating,
so the apples dropped to the ground, rolled
around, and laid the seeds for new apple
trees. This created a kingdom of apples for
the Newfoundland Cider Company to put to
use in their cidery. In fact, walk through the
woods in Milton, and there’s just as many
apple trees as spruce and fir.

YellowBelly
Brewery
Part of
2018's Across
the Nation
Collaboration
Some nights at the beer cooler, you just
don’t know what you want: Something
substantial like a porter? Something
bold like an IPA or sour ale? Some
nights, you just want a mixed box full
of offerings from the best breweries
from across the country.
A great idea, right? Well, someone’s
been reading our minds. Last year, Red
Racer launched the “Across the Nation
Collaboration Mixed Pack,” which featured
12 beers they collaborated on, by partnering
up with the brewmaster at one brewery from
every province in Canada.
They did it all again recently , and the 2018
mixed pack will be available in the spring.
Their goal with 2018’s collaborations was to
celebrate a number of innovative styles of beer.
This year, Red Racer worked with YellowBelly
Brewmaster, Liam McKenna, for their
Newfoundland collaboration. The beer
is called Me O’ Trout, and it turns out his
collaboration with Red Racer built on a
previous collaboration. “It came about as a
riff,” he says, “when an old industry colleague
showed up at the brewhouse door at

Yellowbelly. I had not seen him for decades.
He was here for a family wedding.”
The colleague was Greg Cromwell, one of
the founders of Toronto’s Steamwhistle
Brewery. These days, Cromwell is a farmerentrepreneur living in Australia, and working
with the Aussie brewery, Top Shed. Cromwell
pitched the idea of them making a Cream Ale,
and McKenna needed his arm twisted.
“I was insistent that we do something
different. Cream ale is a style that offers little
challenge to the brewer, or the consumer,
I find. All beer is good beer, but some beer
can just be boring. Others may vehemently
disagree. I am used to that.”
But the resulting beer, “East Coast Cream
Ale,” was a hit at YellowBelly. So much so,
McKenna says it has returned to YellowBelly’s
rotation as a seasonal more than once.
When he got the call from Central City about
the collaboration project, asking if he’d
be interested in being the Newfoundland
partner, McKenna said yes, and they wound
up tweaking his East Coast Cream Ale.
“They asked me for three recipes. The East
Coast Cream Ale was one of them. After
some tweaks to the hopping regime, grist
load, water chemistry etc, I believe we have
brewed a fine example of this style that
Cromwell and I invented. In a nutshell, it is a
dry hopped Cream Ale.”
Gary Lohin, Brewmaster at Red Racer,
says the mixed pack is “Red Racer’s way
of sharing the amazing styles of craft beer
found in every corner of our nation, and
celebrating the Canadian craft beer industry’s
collaborative spirit.”
All the beers in the mixpack were inspired
by the province and brewery they come from.
The stories behind the beers will be printed
on the cans.

Bernard

HI-FI AUDIO GEAR,
SALES, INSTALLATION,
AND ADVICE

DAVIS
bernarddavis@gov.nl.ca
(709) 729-5980

TURNTABLES, AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, SURROUND SOUND,

HEADPHONES, COMPUTER AUDIO, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS + MORE

WWW.PAULFRECKERAUDIO.COM
info@paulfreckeraudio.com

834-7273

MHA for Virginia Waters – Pleasantville
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Everybody Eats Taking a Bite out
of Food Security Issues in NL

BY CHAD PELLEY

In Newfoundland & Labrador,
we are experiencing numerous
and connected issues in our food
system. These issues limit our
access to fresh, affordable, and
healthy food. A healthier food
system would result in a healthier
population, and economy as well.
For the last 3 years, Food First NL
has been at the helm of a crosssectoral collaboration aimed at
ending these issues. The project is
called Everybody Eats, and as of
this winter it's shifting gears from
engagement to action.
THE NEED FOR ACTION ON FOOD
SECURITY IN NL
The island of Newfoundland is cut-off from
mainland Canada by the ocean, and Labrador
is a vast land of isolated communities. We rely
on ferries and planes to transport our food to
us, and that drives up the cost of groceries
in our stores. The fact our food must travel
so long to get to us affects its availability,
and its freshness upon arrival here. It is
common knowledge that we would only have
a 2-3 day supply of produce in our province
if ferry shipments were disrupted by adverse
weather, ferry maintenance issues, labour
strikes, or similar troubles.
These geographic realities are made worse by
financial matters in our province: 1 in 20 of us are
unable to afford food at grocery stores, and rely
on food banks. Even if more of us could afford
healthy foods, 84% of our communities do not
have a proper grocery store to shop from, and are
limited to offerings from corner stores.
As it stands, in Newfoundland & Labrador,
our choices for buying food are swayed to
less healthy options: For every 10,000 people
here, there are 14 fast food spots to every 3
grocery stores. It's no wonder Newfoundland
& Labrador has the lowest rates of fruit and
veggie consumption in the country, which is
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no doubt exasperated by our lack of selfreliance in producing our own food. We import
90% of the fresh vegetables we eat, instead
of growing them here ourselves like we used
to. In 1951 we had about 3,500 farms. In 2015,
we had about 300. That's a decrease of 89%.
The fishery is our biggest food industry, but
we export 80% of the fish we harvest. As
for wild game and traditional food harvests,
climate change is changing our ability to carry
out certain hunting and foraging activities,
because climate change is changing the
timing and predictability of when bodies
of water freeze or melt, and the migratory
patterns of certain fish, birds, and herds. The
cost of hunting gear, like gas and ammunition,
is making hunting unviable anyway.
WE'VE LOST OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH
FOOD, AND THAT HAS CONSEQUENCES
Our grandparents looked to the backyard for
food, but our children look to stores, where a
can of pop costs less than a bottle of water.
We're losing our relationship with food, and
with it, the food literacy, knowledge, and
resources we need to combat the food security
issues we are facing here, like basic skills in
home gardening, preserving vegetables for the
winter, or basic cooking skills and nutritional
education. A poor diet is resulting in poor
health for our people: this province has the
highest rates of obesity and diabetes in the
country. And the highest per capita healthcare
costs, which affects our financial well-being.
Clearly, our province has unique and complex
food security issues we must address to
better our collective diet, health, and quality
of life. Food security means that all people,
at all times, can access adequate amounts of
nutritious, affordable and culturally appropriate
food of their preference.
2015: CATALYZING PROVINCE-WIDE
PARTNERSHIPS AND DISCOURSE
In March of 2015, Food First NL partnered
with The NL Public Health Association to start

a province-wide dialogue on the
matter of food security in NL.
The project is known as Everybody
Eats. Everybody Eats is creating a
common vision for a more vibrant
food system in Newfoundland &
Labrador. Throughout 2015, an advisory
committee of 20 organizations from various
sectors and regions of the province was
assembled and engaged to mobilize action on
food security in NL. This committee informed
and guided the process of identifying our food
system's primary issues.
In November of 2015, Food First NL released
the Everybody Eats Discussion Guide. The
guide was a snapshot of our food industry
issues, and a conversation-starting tool
to further engage organizations across
the province through a series of regional
forums. These forums convened leaders
and generated fruitful discussion on flaws in
our food system, as well as opportunities to
resolve them.
2016: 2,200 HOURS OF CONVERSATION
LATER: LISTENING, COLLABORATING,
AND COMING TOGETHER
During the dissemination of Food First NL's
Everybody Eats Discussion Paper, more than
900 key people participated in over 2,200 hours
of discussion on food security in our province.
In total, Food First NL held 26 events and an
online forum.2016 also saw the formation
of a Collective Impact Effort to advance food
security in Newfoundland & Labrador. Collective
Impact is an innovative method of fruitful
collaboration, where there is commitment
from leaders across different sectors to solve a
complex social problem, such as food security.
It ensures every player necessary for change is
sitting aboard same the ship, charting the same
course, towards the same goal, which increases
the odds of a positive outcome.
The public sector is in control of things like
roads, ferries, and agricultural and wildlife
policies that affect the food system. The private

sector is composed of the farmers, fishers,
chefs, shops, and food producers who put the
food we eat on our plates. Naturally, we need
the key players from both sectors at the same
table, so they can communicate their needs
and capacity to meet those needs to each
other. For example, a farmer can tell a policy
maker, face to face, how current regulations
inhibit the growth of local food production.
The Community Sector should be at the
table too: they're the ones who, for example,
deliver local food programming via initiatives
like community gardens and kitchens. And
the General Public need to be onboard too:
they play a huge role in influencing the food
system through "voting with our wallets" in
deciding what kind of food we want, where
we want it from, and why. After all, we are
ultimately the reason there are more fast food
joints than healthier delis here. Without our
money, these chains would cease to exist.
2017: WHAT WE HEARD SUMMARY
SPAWNS 3 CLEAR ACTIONS POINTS
In October of 2017, Food First NL released
Everybody Eats: What We Heard. The
document summarizes 2 years worth
of engagement and discussion on food
security in our province. During this 2-year
engagement process, 3 key themes and
needs were heard with consistency:
Key Theme 1
Increase Local Food Production
Our province’s heavy reliance on imported
products, and the fact we produce so little
food here ourselves, were central issues
throughout Everybody Eats’ engagement

84% of our
communities do not
have a grocery store
process. Relying so heavily on imported
foods affects the quality, availability, and
affordability of food for our people.
There are two ways to increase local food
production: More food produced locally
through commercial agriculture, fisheries,
and aquaculture, and more food produced for
personal consumption through household or
community-based efforts, like community
gardens and farmer's markets. Increasing
local food production will not only increase
our access to fresh, healthy foods, but the
number of jobs that exist in our local food
system as well. What's good for our food
system is good for our economy.
Key Theme 2
Improve Access to Healthy Food
Throughout the Everybody Eats engagement
process, 2 inter-connected issues emerged
regarding access to healthy food: healthy
foods tend to be less affordable than their
alternatives, and, unhealthy options tend
to be more readily available than healthy
alternatives. To quote one participant, "we need
to make the healthy choice the easy choice.”
As it stands, we do not. For every 10,000
Newfoundlanders & Labradorians there are 14
fast food outlets, 8 corner stores, and 3 grocery
stores. And because it takes so long for food
to arrive in rural communities, fresh, healthy
food is nearly spoiled or of poor quality when
it reaches their stores, making the healthy
choice the undesirable choice. Participants also
noted that institutions like schools, hospitals,
recreation facilities, and campuses often serve
less healthy options in canteens or vending
machines. Economic barriers to nutritious
food emerged as a prominent and critical
issue as well, particularly for individuals and

90% of our
vegetables
are imported

families living with low income, and those in
remote and northern regions of the province,
where there is seldom easy access to a proper
grocery store.
Key Theme 3
Raise Education, Awareness,
and Food Skills
Participants spoke about the need to enhance
education and awareness around healthy
eating and the relationship between food,
health, and quality of life. It was suggested
this could be done through the formal
education system, and by public awareness
campaigns. It was noted that the formal
education system, spanning kindergarten
to grade twelve, presents an exceptional
opportunity to better our children's
relationship with food and nutrition, while
building food skills like cooking, gardening,
food preservation, fishing, and wild food
harvesting among kids.
EFFECTIVE POLICY NEEDED TO PUSH
FOOD SECURITY FORWARD
Throughout the Everybody Eats engagement
process, participants identified the need
for supportive policy across all levels
of government (federal, provincial, and
municipal), and non-government institutions
(at schools, hospitals, government buildings,
organizations, and businesses).
An overarching provincial food security policy
was suggested, to remove existing policy
barriers that are currently inhibiting the progress
of food security in NL. Many policy areas that
cross jurisdictions were raised, including a
review of the provincial land-lease program,
updating nutrition labels, conducting a review

We have
89%fewer farms
than 1951

of municipal zoning for community food
production, and piloting a Guaranteed Annual
Income program or something similar in its
capacity to make healthy food affordable for all.
It was also deemed worthwhile to work
with retailers and distributors on purchasing
policies that favour locally produced food, so
local producers could more easily reach key
local markets.
NOVEMBER 2017: PROVINCIAL
PLANNING FORUM
In November of 2017, Food First NL and the
Everybody Eats Leadership Team hosted a
Provincial Planning Forum on Food Security.
The Forum brought together more than 85 key
stakeholders in the provincial food system,
and was attended by premiere Dwight Ball,
who provided opening remarks. The goal
of the forum was to shift the project from
engagement to implementation, by identifying
a first round of action points. It was time to
stop talking about food security issues, and
start doing something about them. The forum
also provided an opportunity to enlist potential
candidates to sit on the working groups that
would develop and enact these action areas.
WINTER 2018: EVERYBODY EATS
ACTION AREAS ANNOUNCED
Harnessing the feedback from the Everybody
Eats Provincial Planning Forum, The
Everybody Eats Leadership Team reviewed
and discussed action areas prioritized at the
Planning Forum, and revealed the fruits of
3 years worth of engagement labour. The
initial 3 action points that will be acted upon
throughout the first course of action are:

14:3 our ratio
of fast food to
grocery stores

we have a 2-3 day
supply of food if
ferries are delayed

Cost of Food and Household
Food Insecurity
Exploring and piloting efforts to improve the
affordability of healthy food in NL.
Community Food Self Sufficiency
Exploring and piloting efforts to improve our
food knowledge and skills, and to improve our
access to locally produced and wild foods.
Promotion of Local Food in NL
Exploring and piloting efforts to increase
awareness of, and consumption of locally
produced and harvested foods.
These action areas constitute the top 3
priorities at this time for the Everybody
Eats project. They were decided upon on the
basis of urgency, impact, and the ability to
implement action. In time, all ideas borne out
of the Provincial Planning Forum will be used
to inform work on food security issues
going forward.
For its immense and collaborative effort
in mobilizing this important work, Everybody
Eats has garnered national attention. In fact,
Food First NL's model is being adapted and
implemented by the New Brunswick Food
Security Action Network, and the approach
was reviewed by Food
Secure Canada
in developing
Food First NL
their efforts
has
garnered national
to inform the
attention for its immense
creation of
and collaborative effort
a National
in mobilizing this
Food Policy.
important work

80% of our
seafood
is exported
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Celebration of
Indigenous Arts and
Culture Kicks Off
in St. John’s

PHOTOS: DAHLIA KATZ / MEAGAN MUSSEAU

IDENTIFY
A 2-Week

that makes us reconsider how we use our
spaces, who owns our spaces, and how we
can move forward together inside of that
spatial ownership.”
The festival has also partnered with the City of
St. John’s to commission a series of murals
from multidisciplinary Mi’kmaq artist Jordan
Bennett. As a piece of site-specific, public art
this work will also provoke reflection about
the role of art in public space.

In addition to a number of other
visual art exhibitions, the
The festival is a
Festival will also feature the
celebration of all the
BY EVA CROCKER
work of Indigenous artists
things these various
working in dance, film,
groups have contributed
A Celebration of
theatre, textiles, and music.
to our culture.
As well as several interactive,
Indigenous Arts and
Indigenous-led workshops
Culture is launching in
and public discussions. “Priority
St. John’s this month, with
registration will be given to people
two weeks of workshops,
who self-identify as Indigenous but
discussions, performances
everyone is welcome to participate in any of
the
workshops and panels,” Coles said. “It’s
and exhibitions.
important that everybody be represented so
that we can have a substantial conversation.”
Organized by Eastern Edge Gallery in
collaboration with a number of community
Coles says Identify’s steering committee
partners, the new festival will showcase the
hopes the festival will become an annual
traditional and contemporary artistic and
event, facilitated by representatives of
cultural practices of Mi'kmaq peoples of
Newfoundland and Labrador’s Indigenous
Newfoundland and Labrador, as well as Inuit,
communities with events happening across
Innu, Southern Inuit of Nunatukavut, and
the province. “I don’t know how to do the
Beothuk peoples. “The festival is a celebration
things my nan does, nan can skin a rabbit
of all the things these various groups have
on the white linoleum floor and not spill a
contributed to our culture. Newfoundland
drop -- I wouldn’t even really know where to
and Labrador is not homogenous, it has
start. That’s a loss of knowledge,” Coles said.
never been homogenous,” said Megan
“There’s so much fabulous work and also
Coles, Identify’s Project Manager, “...all
skills that are very nearly lost. If we’re not
this artistic practice informs who we are as
more proactive in retaining those skills and
Newfoundlanders and Labradorians.”
celebrating that work, I’m worried that we’ll
see a loss of knowledge.”
As part of the festival, curator Jerry Evans will
be removing colonial art from Government
The festival has hired photographer Jennie
House and replacing it with work by
Williams to document this year’s Identify. At the
Indigenous artists from all over the province.
end of 2018, her photographs of the festival,
The exhibition, titled Reclamation, will hang
along with work by other artists featured at the
in Government House for the entire month
festival, will be compiled into a publication.
of April. On the final two days of the festival,
Evans and Coles will offer the public tours
For Coles, this is an important aspect
of the installation. “We’re really pleased that
of the Festival because it will recognize
Government House was so enthusiastic about
the importance of the art the festival’s
the proposal because it’s something unheard
participants are creating, and will make it
of in Newfoundland and Labrador,” Coles said.
possible to share their work more widely.
“I think it’s the kind of innovative partnership

Identify: A Celebration of Indigenous Arts and Culture
will run from April 8th - 22nd in St. John’s. For more information
about programming visit easternedge.ca/identify
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JENNIE WILLIAMS'
PHOTOGRAPHS OF
THE FESTIVAL, ALONG
WITH WORK BY OTHER
ARTISTS FEATURED AT
THE FESTIVAL, WILL
BE COMPILED INTO A
PUBLICATION AT THE
END OF 2018.

stickers + pins + more
ESCAPEPLAN.BIGCARTEL.COM

This Dam is Your Dam,
This Dam is My Dam
Part 1: Unpacking
Muskrat Falls
BY GREG HEWLETT

I’ve only been six months on the
mainland, but like so many before
me, my love for home is getting a
timely intensification and dose
of perspective from afar.
Like so many again, I imagine
moving back "in a few years,"
whatever that turns out to mean.
Vague as that plan is for now,
though, one thing is clear: any honest
imagining of a life in Newfoundland
and Labrador in the short
or long term future is
incomplete without the
attempt to understand
the Lower Churchill
Project, and Muskrat
Falls in particular.
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FREE JIM LEARNING

Clear also is that
understanding its
profound implications
on the future requires a
reckoning with the historical
forces that helped produce it.

and their combined
implications, painful
though they be, demand
attention.

and people the redress and closure they
so yearned for: a star-crossed alignment
of the individual and greater common
good seemingly too grand to be
real. Reality has been struggling
They lost the war the
to intervene ever since.
day they fired the first
shot, and we lost the battle
cause we pushed back
against them.

In aiming to start at the beginning,
the question arises of how far back to go.
Drew Brown writes in The Democracy
Cookbook that the political
and cultural history of
Newfoundland and
Labrador is marked
by repeated loss:
of life in World
War I and the
Ocean Ranger
disaster, of
independence in
1949, of livelihood
and culture in the cod
moratorium, of a supposed
newfound prosperity in
the oil boom and bust of
the past decade, and,
especially pertinent
to Muskrat Falls, of
the benefit of our
own resources in the
infamous Churchill
Falls hydro agreement
with Quebec in 1969.

So writing about Muskrat Falls comes
from the urge to keep track, bear witness,
and to help amplify the voices of those
who have been doing so, and pushing
back, since its inception. As it happens, the
wisdom and warnings of several scholars,
consultants, land protectors, and activists
recently gathered to discuss the matter
have not been well-enough heard, much
less heeded.

Brown suggests that we
as a people have never come to
terms with these compounded losses. The
pain, grief, and frustration remain buried
and unresolved. Well, as historian Jerry
Bannister pointed out in his keynote address
at the Symposium, “Danny was popular
for a reason.” When in a throne speech in
2007, Premier Williams proclaimed that
“our province will achieve self-reliance by
becoming masters of our own house,” he
was tapping the mainline of a deep-seated
collective desire for redemption.

Taken together at the For a New Earth’s
Muskrat Symposium in Happy-Valley
Goose Bay in late February, these voices
formed a multi-layered, robust, stark
picture of what we face. It’s a picture
whose various economic, political, social,
cultural and historical perspectives

Enter Muskrat Falls. How better to right
the wrong of Upper Churchill than with
Lower Churchill? And with retirement
looming, one can only imagine the sense
of destiny propelling Danny forth — the
jewel in the crown of his legacy was to be
the very thing that provided his province

We can see why Bannister
emphasizes the importance of
foregrounding the historical,
and remembering that Muskrat
Falls is “not just a dam.” He captures
the original reason why not in a theme
echoed by governments going back
to confederation, “we’re one resource
development away from salvation and
redemption.”
Hearing those words the first time, I got
shivers. Was it not just a few weeks ago
that Premier Ball announced with prideful
glee the “doubling of oil production by
2030,” calling this, of all things, “The Way
Forward.” Setting aside (for an ecological
moment we no longer have) the glaring,
global environmental issue here, for
Newfoundland and Labrador, does this not
sound distinctly like the way backward? To
an excruciatingly recent past?
Maybe so. But in the immortal words of
Brian Peckford, “Someday the sun will
shine and have-not will be no more.”
Remembering also the ominous
formulation of the same story, spoken here
by Premier Dunderdale in response to early
opposition to Muskrat Falls, “Failure to
make the right decision now would be no
different than the failure to make the right
course of action a generation ago.”
It’s been a powerful story — opposed at
one’s peril. But power can only work to
obscure truth for so long. I’m reminded of
the recent words of Land Protector Jim
Learning, “They lost the war the day they
fired the first shot, and we lost the battle
cause we pushed back against them.
There’s nothing here but losers.”
Next month, for part 2 of this series, we
draw on the work of David Vardy, Steve
Crocker, the Labrador Land Protectors
and more, to explore how the mad quest
for redemption has devolved into its
antithesis: a perpetuation of the cycles of
loss through the neglect and thwarting
of due process, fiscal prudence, and the
very lives of those sustained by an ecology
under siege.

Quiz of the Month
Do You Know Your Way Around
the Newfoundland Kitchen?
This month's quiz was inspired by The Traditional
Newfoundland Kitchen, by Roger Pickavance
What is Nan most likely to throw in
with her pea soup to make it a proper
Newfoundland dish?
A Cabbage
B Salt Beef
C Salt Cod
D Few Tubs of Eversweet Margarine
Fishcakes are pretty simple. As a rule they're
salt cod, mashed potato, and what herb?
A Dill
B Tarragon
C Herb from up the shore; Johnny's cousin
D Savoury
What is Black Pudding made from?
A Molasses and Day-old Bread
B The Organs of Cows, Sheeps, and Pigs
C The Blood of Cows, Sheeps, and Pigs
D The Hearts of Mad Cows, Sheeps, and Pigs
What is the "Sound" in dishes like
"Sound Hash" or Pan-friend Sounds?"
A A Cod's Swim Bladder
B A Rabbit's Ear
C A Cod's Tongue
D A Wonderful Grand Band Vinyl
Which of these statements is NOT true
about capelin?
A It was traditionally caught to be used as
a fertilizer for gardens
B It was traditionally caught to be used as
a bait for bigger fish
C They spawn on gravel beaches in early summer
D They come back to life after you eat them,
and chew up your insides.
To deter mould and impart flavour,
Dark Fruit Cake is wrapped in a cloth
that is soaked in what?
A Vodka
B Red Wine
C Rum
D Lysol
Which of the following is a very close
relative of the touton?
A Hot Dog
B Damper Dog
C Dog Bread
D Sturgeon Caviar

ADD THEM UP!
0-1 correct: I'm tellin' Nan.
2-4 correct: Bet yer from town
5-6 correct: Nan's little sous chef
7 correct: MasterChef Nan's Kitchen Contestant
1=B / 2=D / 3=C / 4= A / 5=D / 6=C / 7=B
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LIST OF THE MONTH

20+ Women
Kicking Butt in
the Newfoundland
Music Industry
(and Beyond)
Here is our (very incomplete) list of
some amazing women doing awesome
things for our local music scene.
Sarah Harris: Multi-instrumentalist, stellar
songwriter, and front-woman of the band,
PROPERTY.
Eastern Owl: 7 strong, all-nation women’s
drum group, using music to address
Aboriginal rights and social issues and
promote community and togetherness.
Kate Lahey: Co-founder of St. John’s Women
in Music, provoker of important and thoughtful
conversations around inclusive/safe spaces,
musician recording under the name Weary.
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Joanna Barker: Songwriter,
guitarist, band leader, activist,
co-founder of Girls Rock NL
and St. John’s Women in Music
(SWIM), volunteer,organiser,
writer,industry innovator.

Colleen Power:
media mentor,
witty protest song
writer, long-standing
music scene
staple

Kelly McMichael: Creator of RENDERS,
Guitarist, Singer, Recording artist, popgoddess.
Mara Pellerin: Classically trained French
horn player, former Hey Rosetta band
member, songwriter, recording artist, frontwoman for Wunderstrands, Programing &
Administrative Assistant with Girls Rock NL.
Geraldine Hollett: Gut-wrenchingly beautiful
vocalist, member of The Once, world-touring
recording artist, collaborator, songwriter.
Amelia Curran: JUNO award winning, signed
singer-songwriter, guitarist, vocalist, 8
albums (!) under her belt, advocate for mental
healthcare services.
Danielle Hamel: Synth/Vocalist/Songwriter with
It Could be Franky, and Land of the Lakes, ECMAnominated, Music NL Award Winner.
Erin Power: Educator, creator, writer, multi-

instrumentalist, member of the
JUNO award winning Swinging
Belles.

Janet Cull: Singer/Songwriter/
Actor, star in local musicals,
powerful vocalist, producer of
shows, Spirit of NL regular, multi-award
nominated artist, gutsy performer.

Rebekah Robins: Program, Marketing
and Communications Director with Music
NL, former employee with ECMA, event
coordinator, arts administrator, organiser of
all things music and marketing.
Mary Beth Waldram: Owner of Bakeapple
Productions, trained clarinetist, concert
promoter, music industry business bad-ass,
grant-writer, organiser, festival worker.
Rozalind McPhail: Flautist, looper, innovator,
collaborator, award-winner, teacher,
performer, and workshop giver.
Pepa Chan: Innovative artist, frontwoman for
countless new local bands, scene starter, and
RPM Collaborator
Katherine Allen: ½ of the Fortunate Ones, touring
musician, performer, multi-instrumentalist,
collaborator, songwriter, award-winner.

Krista Power: Powerhouse vocalist,
professional illustrator/graphic designer,
design and marketing director with Girls
Rock NL, co-founder of Mightypop, concert
promoter, guitarist with Thelma & Louise.
Maggie Burton: Classical violinist,
Newfoundland Symphony Orchestra member,
educator, mother, poet, activist, city councillor.
Renee Sharpe: Band off creator, mayoral
candidate, talk show host, cultural advocate,
shaker-upperer
Maria Cherwick: Professional violinist/
fiddler, NSO member, educator, leader,
performer, and bringer of Ukrainian/NL music.
Meg Harnum: Drummer,performer, teacher,
artist, performer, staple local band member,
Girls Rock NL mentor.
Kat McLevey: Multi-instrumentalist,
songwriter, student of Berklee, bassist,
performer beyond her years.

We didn’t have space to list all the
women doing awesome things for and in
our local music scene, but we support and
stand with you all.
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New Faces
at Favourite
Places

Meet Adelaide &
The Ship's New Chefs
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

In the early weeks of 2018, while
most of us were still sleeping off our
holiday hangovers, big changes were
afoot at two downtown food staples.
Uber Chef Amy Anthony decided to move
on from The Ship kitchen, and finding a
replacement for herself was not easy. Not
after all the buzz and excitement her witty
weekly menus had created. Once a great pub
with a pretty decent burger, Anthony put The
Ship on the map as a go-to food destination.
The folks at Adelaide Oyster House were in the
same boat. Leaving nothing to chance, they
enticed a former chef, Christopher Mercer,
back from Dartmouth's seasonally
inspired hotspot, The Canteen.

Kitchens at The Ship &
Adelaide change the guard,
keep the deliciousness
Anthony's, the aesthetic of counterintuitive
flavour pairings made delicious, and a funky,
fun approach to the kitchen make her the
perfect successor at The Ship.
Mercer likes donuts too, and is proud of the
Nutella donut on Adelaide's new brunch
menu. He aims to create serious buzz
with the brunches, by offering a
Mexican and Southern inspired
selection that's different
from anything else in town.
Breakfast tacos, baked
oysters, and fried chicken
vie for your appetite with
kale salads, chili, and even a
chow mein dish; strawberry basil
mimosas keep it extra fresh.

Keeping
it fun while
getting the job
done is key

Mercer already knew he loved
Adelaide's style, and returned
with a clear vision of how to
keep it vital while adding his
own touch. He's a fan of powerful
flavours, but also of simplicity,
and hopes to bring Adelaide further
into the community with more charity
involvement, and participation in culinary
events around the province. Anthony's
search required a wider net but was no less
successful, with former Merchant Tavern
sous chef Karen Willoughby accepting the
challenge. A relative newcomer to town, her
background is in contemporary Mexican,
and locally inspired upscale cuisine done
Ontario-style. While working at Merchant
Taverm she picked up some new skills with
Newfoundland game and forageables.

Willoughby loves celebrating traditional
ingredients in innovative ways, as her recent
Purity syrup curd donut attests. Elevated
interpretations of fast food favourites,
imaginative vegan options, and a knack for
spicing are early trademarks of her reign. While
her menu offerings have a different flow than

The dinner menu faltered briefly with
Vardy's departure, but is back to usual:
a mix of popular standards like the kobe
beef lettuce wrap and tuna taco, with the
unexpected fusion dishes that put Adelaide
in a league of its own. In a city with few
choices for adventurous eaters, who want
dishes that dish out both different and
delectable tastes, we need Adelaide to keep
doing what it does. Mercer gets that.
For two establishments as synonymous
with good times as they are with inventive,
exquisite food, keeping it fun while getting
the job done is key. These talented chefs
are excited about their new roles and plan
to keep the vibes high while rocking out the
deliciousness.
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NEW RENOVATIONS WILL MAKE THE
BREWERY A MORE HOPPING* SPOT
*Get it, hopping, as in hops. Quidi Vidi's Brewery
itself has always been a great spot for events
or a night out, and they're looking to build on
that with new renovations. "A Big part of the
new QV is going to be the Tap Room," Fong
says. "We’ve knocked down a bunch of walls
upstairs and completely opened up the space.
The bar is going to have 16 beers on tap, 12
from QV and 4 from our NL craft brewing
friends."

Quidi Vidi 2.0

Renovations & Innovations;
New Beers & Brewmasters

The renovations are going beyond
reconstruction and renovations to flat
out makeovers. "Our old furniture is
being replaced by a mix of wooden
Two of their new
bar height and kitchen height
beers have already
tables, all being made locally. The
won medals at 2018's
vile tile ceiling is being traded in
Down East Brewing
for a white washed ship lap. It’s
Awards
going to feel like you’re drinking
delicious beers in a cozy house out
around the bay! Let's face it, The Gut is the
bay in town anyway, so it just makes sense."

A lot's been brewing at Quidi Vidi
Brewery, literally, including some
delicious new craft beers like a crab
apple saison, a crazy good "Mad
Mike's Big Bad Belgian," and a
"Calm Tom's Double IPA."

With an "Are You a Tom or a Mike?" campaign
they're forcing patrons to choose a favourite.
The Calm Tom is a West Coast DIPA, evoking
juicy peaches, mangos and grapefruit; Mad
Mike is a Belgian Strong Dark Ale, with hits of
roasted malt, pink bubblegum, corriander, and
the heft of 8.4% alcohol.

NEW BEERS ARE
AWARD-WINNING ALREADY

"They’re a shout out to the Tom Beckett and
Mike Buhler who started the special order
beer club 5 years ago in NL," says Quidi Vidi's
Justin Fong. "These beers are a big departure
from the past but that’s the pint (see what I did
there) ... there was a little shuffling of the deck
down at Quidi Vidi, and we’re finally able to
produce more of the beers we want."

The latter 2 beers, which have been boxed for sale
at NLC outlets, were award winners at 2018's
Down East Brewing Awards. Mad Mike took silver
in the Belgian Ale category, and Calm Tom bronze
in the Imperial/Specialty IPA category.
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They're also extending their hours. In the past,
the only time you could walk in for a pint was
Fridays nights at the Kitchen Party. When they
reopen in the summer, they'll be open 7 days
a week, starting at noon. "It’s the middle of the
afternoon on Monday, and you’re just not feeling
work? Perfect! You’ve got a meeting with me
down at the tap room!," Fong promises. "The sun
is blazing on a Saturday (that one day) and you’re
sweaty and parched from hiking the east coast
trail? BAM! A flight of four amazing beers from
across Newfoundland. You get the idea. And don’t
worry Baby Boomers, the Kitchen Party isn’t going
any where haha! (Sorry Dad and friends, burn)."
The new tap room should be open by May, and
they'll be finished brainstorming different ideas

for events by then. "As an example," he says,
"there’s going to be a big focus on having live
music a few times a week. We’re also installing
a large projector so artists can screen their
work. Some of our comedian friends want to
do some stand up as well so there will definitely
be a random comedy show or 2. And of course
there’ll be new beers launching every other
week! This is a Tap Room after all."
OTHER NEWS AND NEW PLANS
Quidi Vidi are in the process of hiring new
brewers, as their current brewmaster and crew
has been busier than normal to say the least.
"We just got a pilot/small batch system which
let’s us play around and create new recipes
on a small scale," Fong says. "To put it in
perspective, the smallest batch of beer we
could brew before was about 1100 dozen. On
this new system, it will be more like 100 dozen.
You’ll be able to try these new small batch
beers in the tap room, and downtown at some
of our fine restaurants and bars."
And do so, because Fong says if feedback on
a particular beer is particularly positive, they’ll
brew a larger batch and we’ll see it at stores in
bottles and cans.
There are plenty of exciting plans afoot, but it's
too early for Fong to spill the beans. We can let
one cat out of the bag for now: one of the new
beers is going to be added to the full time line
up of QV beers, "and the name is just too good."
As for other plans, Fong has been joking
about throwing a QV bat signal into the sky
to announce parties or new beers at the
brewery. it's not a set plan, obviously, but a
pretty fun idea."The point is, we’re going to
have a lot of new beers and a lot more fun
down at QV. I hope to see you all when the
Tap Room opens."
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Evening classes for adults - Cours du soir pour adultes
CLASSES START THE WEEK OF MAY 7TH
DÉBUT DES COURS LA SEMAINE DU 7 MAI
 Beginner, intermediate, and advanced classes
Deadline to registrer : Thursday, May 3rd!

 Cours de niveau débutant, intermédiaire et avancé
Date limite d’inscription : jeudi 3 mai !
Fees vary from 195$ to 255$
(students and members are eligible for a rebate)

Les tarifs varient de 195$ à 255$
(les étudiants et membres ont droit à un rabais)

Renseignements et inscriptions :
Information and registration :
www.acfsj.ca/education
culture@acfsj.ca
(709) 726 - 0308
Association communautaire
francophone de Saint-Jean

65 Ridge Rd. - Suite 254 - St. John’s
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Local STI
Testing Gets a
Failing Grade
What’s a Gal
Gotta Do to
Get Tested
Around Here?
BY VALERIE BETH WEBBER

Since the recent slew of syphilis
diagnoses in the region, local health
authorities are emphasizing the
importance of regular STI testing.
They’re right to do so: most STIs are
asymptomatic or easily missed, and testing is
the only way to know your status so you can
access appropriate treatment, which lowers
transmission rates and halts the development
of related complications; complications that
can be debilitating or deadly.
A sizeable minority of the recent diagnoses
had progressed to neurosyphilis, meaning so
much time passed between the contraction
of the infection and the diagnosis, that the
illness penetrated the central nervous
system. This is much harder to treat, and
neurosyphilis usually takes 10-20 years to
develop, meaning while we may be seeing a
recent spike in new infections, we are also
looking at some very old infections that were
never detected. Given the state of STI and HIV
testing in this province, it doesn’t shock me
that people do not or cannot get access to this
basic health service.
TEST 1: BOTCHED RESULTS
Since I moved to St. John’s I’ve gotten tested
three times, twice at the MUN clinic and once
at Planned Parenthood. Every experience
has left me more frustrated with the logistics
of the process, and less confident in the
capabilities of local sexual health service
providers. The first time I went to MUN for
testing, the doctor did not ask me about any
specific sexual practices, but I offered up that
I had engaged in some barrier-free oral sex.

The doctor looked at me silently as I waited
for her to react, until I finally continued, “so
you… probably want to swab my throat”
(the throat can house infections, like the
increasingly drug-resistant gonorrhea, that
might not co-exist in the genital area and so
won’t be detected in a urine sample).
When it came to swabbing my anus, she had
me do it myself, awkwardly, in the shared
clinic washroom. I don’t know who she was
trying to make more comfortable by doing
it that way, but wouldn’t you know I botched
the sample and had to come back to redo it
because I’m not a doctor.
TEST 2: A ROUND-ABOUT
INCONVENIENCE & DANGEROUS
ASSUMPTION
The second time I got tested here, I went
to Planned Parenthood with a person I was
sleeping with, thinking “Ahh, these are the
pros, this will go much better.”
I was dumbfounded when the doctor handed
us blood and urine requisition forms,
explaining that we needed to make a second
trip to an outpatient blood clinic (I later
learned that Planned Parenthood actually can
collect urine on site, so I’m not sure why the
doc didn’t suggest this).
The first blood draw site we visited had
already closed up for the day (it was 3PM,
after all). The second had a long wait, and
though I was bursting with urine by that
point, I was not allowed to go collect my
sample until I was registered a very painful
half hour later (but I’m more than entrusted
with gathering my own butt swabs?).
When we went back to Planned Parenthood
for results, weeks later, the doctor noted
that my Hep B vaccine was still active. I
asked about Hep A and she – looking at
me and the other person, perhaps seeing
what appeared to be a heterosexual couple
and making several assumptions about
our sexual activity - confidently declared
that Hep A could not be passed sexually. I
asked if she had ever heard of rimming, and
haven’t been back there since (Hepatitis A is
passed through fecal matter, so any oral/anal
contact is a risk factor).
We have a problem when the pros are
too awkward to ask about, or worse, are
unaware of the risks entailed by basic sexual
practices that people of all genders and
sexualities engage in.

THIRD TIME NOT A CHARM
Now the last time I went to the MUN clinic,
I saw a different doctor. I explained that I
wanted a panel of STI tests after ending
a fluid-bound relationship, and without
asking me a single question about my sexual
history or current practices, she said “Oh
you’re probably fine. Chlamydia at best.”
How on earth she felt entitled to offer a
patient that kind of guarantee without
knowing anything at all about their life
boggles my mind and sounds like a recipe
for malpractice. American public health
officers in the late 19th century used to make
‘snapshot’ diagnoses of immigration hopefuls
by simply surveying the gait of their clothed
bodies – who knew that we were operating
with the same technology today?
THERE ARE STI OUTBREAKS BECAUSE
OUR SYSTEM IS BROKEN
These are my experiences as a first-language
English speaker with a lifetime of experience
navigating Canadian health services, as a
cisperson, as someone with a very flexible
schedule, normative physical mobility, a bus
pass, and enough money to get a cab to the
far corners of the city if I need to, and as a
person with a background in sexual education
and public health, who feels fairly confident
speaking up to doctors and advocating for
herself around sexual health.
I can’t speak to the experiences of people
trying to get these health services outside
of their first language, or in an unfamiliar
setting, or as a transperson, or as someone
with more limited time, mobility, and
financial resources, or with less knowledge
and comfort confronting medical authorities
or talking about sexual acts and STIs —
but I can only assume that this system is
failing people in those positions even more
extensively than it has failed me.

STI/HIV Testing Services
in St. John's Area
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Eastern Health
Sexual Health Clinic
760 Topsail Road, Mount Pearl
Tue-Wed 9:00am-12:00pm
(709) 752-4882 or 1 (877) 752-4358
sexualhealthclinic@easternhealth.ca
Planned Parenthood
203 Merrymeeting Road, St. John’s
Mon-Wed, Fri 9:00am-4:30pm
Thurs 12:00pm-7:00pm
(709) 579-1009 or 1 (877) 666-9847
Choices for Youth
12-16 Carter's Hill Place, St. John's
Mon-Fri 8:30am – 4:30pm
(709) 752-4616
Priority given to youth aged 16-29
Taylor Building
33 Cathedral Street, Harbour Grace
Mon-Fri 8:30am-4:30pm
(709) 945-6579
joy.loveys@easternhealth.ca
A Family Doctor/ GP or Nurse Practitioner
can also request STI and HIV testing for
you. Thanks to Maggie Power and Nabila
Qureshi for helping compile the list of
services, and a shout out to Maggie for
her extra fact-checking.

extended hours, and anonymous testing.
Rapid testing for HIV should extend beyond
what the recent APPROACH Study offered.

If the health region and wider province are
actually concerned about STI rates, they
need to dedicate some resources towards
sexual health services.

Services outside the city and in other health
regions are extremely limited and efforts
should be made to improve those services,
perhaps through home tests or mobile
clinics, which might also help mitigate the
persistent concerns around confidentiality.
And medical professionals offering sexual
health services need to be trained in
conducting educated, comprehensive, nonjudgmental screening interviews.

As it stands, services are too few and
needlessly cumbersome. Planned
Parenthood should be able to draw blood
as well as urine samples on site. Throat
and anal swabs should become part of
the standard sampling, when applicable.
Accessibility needs to be improved by
offering more walk-in services, reasonably

As the VOCM coverage of the recent syphilis
increase suggests, “Anyone who is sexually
active is encouraged to get tested every three
months to ensure treatment before serious
damage is done.” Sure thing. But if public
health officials would like us to do our part and
get tri-monthly testing, they need to do their
part and make that practice more feasible.
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What Made
the Great Auk
So Great?
There is a frailty inherent in
human thought. A strain of
creeping fatalism which softly
whispers away actions. "Don't
worry," it says. "It's ok, your
actions are so small, you can't
possibly affect the wider world."
This frailty is continually exploited by the
need of now. I need food, clothing, shelter,
money now, the world suffers, and sadly
the Great Auk went extinct.

BY CHAD BENNETT

beaks, the remains
of what is thought
to have been an
elaborate fur
cloak. The Beothuk
made a pudding
from Great Auk
eggs and our earliest
European ancestors were
accompanied on the Grand
Banks by Great Auks, whose presence
signified that they had arrived at good
fishing grounds.
The largest colony around the shores
of Newfoundland was by far the Funk
Islands, an enormous colony of well over
200,000 birds. From the time Europeans
knew of Newfoundland, every sailing ship
made a pilgrimage to the Funk Islands to
gorge themselves.

There is magic in the knowledge
There are written reports
that at one point there
describing how incredibly
existed a type of penguin
The earliest people
delicious the birds were,
around the shores of
to call this place home
that they were the most
Newfoundland. That
were buried with
exquisite food on Earth, or
our forebears heard
Great Auk bones.
the best meat in this world
them, saw them swim
or
any other. So ravenously
and launch themselves
were they consumed that one
out of the water up to high
ornithologist
described the Funk
rock ledges as we're told they
Islands
as
North
America's first fast
did. Great Auks and penguins
food
restaurant.
But
by the year 1800,
are separate species, but also one
the
buffet
was
over,
the
Great Auk had
of the finest examples of convergent
disappeared from Newfoundland, and one
evolution. They arrived at exactly the
of the most massive seabird colonies on
same point in Nature, exploiting the same
environmental niche in precisely the same Earth was gone.
way. In fact, so fantastically similar were
Great Auks to modern penguins that
when European experts first encountered
penguins they named them after the Great
Auk, whose scientific name is Pinguinus
Impennis.
Our province's connection to this bird is
an ancient one. The very earliest people
to call this place home were buried with
Great Auk bones. One grave in Port Au
Choix contained over 200 Great Auk

The Great Auk colonies on the other side
of the Atlantic met with their ends by more
ignominious means. They were hunted
to extinction to make pillows. Anyone
who was anyone needed a pillow made
from the down of a Great Auk. The last
bird in Scotland was killed in 1840, by a
man who thought the bird was a witch
who, as legend has it, was intent on
brewing a malicious storm. The Scotsman
bludgeoned the bird to death with a stick.

The storm came
anyway. The final
bird on Earth was
killed in Iceland
on the Isle of
Eldey in 1844 by an
Icelandic man who
had been paid by a
collector to get him one.
He strangled it with his bare
hands. The end of a species.
There was one unconfirmed sighting in
1852, a report from a Newfoundland fishing
crew who claim to have seen a Great Auk
fishing with them on the Grand Banks. No
further claims have been made.
Almost unbelievably, we may yet see the
Great Auk returned to Newfoundland.
An American research institute, Revive
and Restore, believes that they have the
ability to extract Great Auk DNA from
museum samples, edit that DNA into a
razorbill embryo (the Great Auk's closest
living relative), and implant the embryo
into a goose (they need a bird big enough to
lay the enormous egg). This would rebuild
a healthy breeding population. Nature
would then take over, and Great Auks
would be returned to their habitats.
If that wasn't mind blowing enough, I
have one final thought to leave you with.
Given the remarkable exactness which
existed between Great Auks and modern
penguins, we are led down the garden
path and around the bend to one horrific
and inescapable conclusion. Penguins are
most likely delicious.

Revive and Restore believes they can extract Great Auk DNA from museum samples and revive the speices
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NEWFOUNDLANDIA

10 Things to Do This Month

THE ENTHUSIAST!

SCI-FI ON THE ROCK 12
April 6-8, Various Events @The Sheraton Hotel
Sci-Fi on the Rock is Newfoundland's premiere pop culture, science fiction, fantasy, anime,
horror, gaming, and comic book convention. There'll be geeked out workshops, panels,
guests, pop culture couture, and vendors galore.

Breaking into Province’s
Flying Disc Organization

THE DOWN UNDER WINE SHOW
April 7, 7-10pm @ the Delta Hotel
Taste over 135 wines from some of the major wine growing regions in Australia & New
Zealand. It's a great opportunity to learn from knowledgeable suppliers. Tickets include wine
sampling, a variety of cheese & breads, a free bottle of wine with any purchase of wines for
sale at the show, and a $10 Taxi Voucher.
PIPPY PARK MAPLE SYRUP FESTIVAL
April 8, Noon-3pm @ Pippy Park
Join Friends of Pippy Park for the 4th annual Maple Syrup Festival at North Bank Lodge.
The event (and hot chocolate) is free of charge, and visitors can tour tapped trees, get a short
on-site tutorial about tapping maple trees yourself, and turning it into maple syrup. Bring
the kids, they'll get to meet Maple the maple syrup goat.
THE THIRD PLACE COCKTAIL COMPETITION
April 8, 7-10pm @ The Merchant Tavern
Come watch St. John’s best bartenders compete in Third Place Cocktail Company's first cocktail competition. While the folks behind the bar battle it out for prizes, the folks in the kitchen
will keep you fed with an awesome $5 snack menu.

BY LAUREN POWER

When it comes to breaking into new social circles, it’s hard to find
one in the city that’s more welcoming than ultimate. Mile Zero
Ultimate -- the province’s flying disc organization –operates
adult co-ed leagues in St. John’s, picking up a steady
string of new members alongside league veterans
since the early 2000s.
The basics: Ultimate is a non-contact team sport played with a
flying disc. The object is to catch the disc in the opposing team's
end zone. About the name: it’s “Ultimate” as in “Ultimate Frisbee.”
However, “Frisbee” is a registered trademark of the Wham-O
toy company, and thus prevented from being formally referred
to as such. So, “Frisbee” is to “flying disc” as “Hacky Sack” is to
“footbag” and “Slip 'N Slide” is to “flexible plastic water slide.”

TRAILER PARK BOYS IN ST. JOHNS COMEDY SHOW
April 11 & 12, 8-10pm @ The Rockhouse
Sam “The Caveman” Losco and Tyrone are in town for a 2-day comedy party. Come check out
stand up comedy, crowd contests, TPB Trivia, and a special set of music from guys. VIP Meet
and Greet option for $40 includes early show access and autographed photos.

Aside for a generic flying disc, you don’t need much to start playing
ultimate. “A good pair of running shoes will do to start,” says Allan Johnson, MZU President.
“Once you get more involved in the sport, you can splurge on a pair of cleats for grass, and
turf shoes for turf,” says Rachael Fitkowski of MZU.

FAKE PROM
April 14, 10pm-2am @ The Rockhouse
The funnest fundraiser of the year: dream up your best prom-themed outfit and come dance
the night away. Music by Thelma 7 Louise and the Intergalatic Large Band, DJ Set by Slaylist,
and hosting duties courtesy of Irma Gerd. $15 ticket on sale at Model Citizens.

The ultimate vibe is, by design, welcoming to new players. “One of the core principles of
Mile Zero Ultimate and ultimate communities across the world is Spirit of the Game,”
says Johnson. “Our focus is on respectful and fair play, being inclusive of all players,
and supporting an environment where individuals can safely play ultimate at whatever
competitive level they desire.” On and off the field, taunting, showboating, and general
aggrobehaviour are contrary to Spirit of the Game, so ultimate players don’t partake.

ST. JOHN’S VINTAGE EMPORIUM NIGHT MARKET
April 20, 7-9:30PM @ The Kirk
The St. John’s Vintage Emporium has rounded up an excellent selection of vintage vendors
and artisans Shop for vintage fashions, home decor, vinyl, furniture, curiosities and more
while you listen to deep cuts from our resident vinyl DJ Steve Phillips. $3 admission, or
$2 with a donation to the food bank.
ST. JOHN’S BREWFEST
April 21, 6-10pm @ The Sundance
Life is Brewtiful! St. John’s BIGGEST Craft Beer Festival is back and has 100 Beer slated for
this year's event. $30 Tickets are on sale now at StJohnsBrewFest.ca, but it's nearly sold out.
3 rooms, 3 bands, 100 beers ... and a poutine bar + mechanical bull rides.
BABY & KIDS BUY & SELL
APRIL 29, 10-2 @ Park Place Community Centre (61 Park Ave)
The Doula Collective of NL is hosting the Baby & Kids BUY & SELL. Book a table and sell your
gently used gear or handmade items. All proceeds go towards the Collective and the Sabiha
Fund, a subsidy program aimed at helping families in need of financial assistance secure birth
and postpartum doula support.
MILL ST. BREWPUB SUNDAY STRING SESSIONS
Sunday Evenings, 7-11pm @ Mill Street Brewpub
Spend a Sunday night being serenaded at a brewpub by some of the best local talent the
city has to offer, like Andrew Laite and Matthew Hornell. One brewery, five musicians,
and $5 feature brew all night long.

“The league is very welcoming to new players, says Tiff Warren, Vice President of Spirit for
MZU. “There are always more experienced players who are willing to coach new players on
the rules of the game and how to improve your skills.”
Throughout the year, MZU alternates between team leagues (where teams sign up together)
and hat leagues (where players sign up solo or with a partner and are matched with other
solos and pairs to make a team). “The team leagues give you a chance to play with friends
and people that you know, while the hat league lets you branch out and not only meet new
people, but play with new teammates that expose you to other playing styles, techniques,
and strategies,” says Fitkowski.
But, really, how fit does a person need to be to compete in an ultimate league? It turns out,
not very. With games running from 60 to 90 minutes, a player might expect to be on the field
for about 5 to 10 minutes at a time. “We structure our leagues so that teams play opponents
of a similar skill level so it really doesn't matter if you're a new player looking to get off
the couch and get some exercise, or a former varsity athlete looking to transition to a new
competitive outlet, we're confident you'll find a game that meets your needs,” says Johnson.

Check the league schedule at milezeroultimate.com
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The Overcast's Recommended
Read of the Month

Local Overachiever
of the Month

First Snow, Last Light
By Wayne Johnston

Gobhina
Nagarajah

As always, and certainly with his latest, Wayne Johnston
builds an authentic world into which he effortlessly weaves
Newfoundland history, unforgettable characters, and sharply
rendered conflicts.

Gobhina Nagarajah is this
year's YWCA Woman of
Distinction winner in the
category of Community &
Social Development. The award
recognizes "any woman who
is helping to build a strong
community by making positive
change and advocating for
enhanced quality of life for all."

His mother and father have simply vanished, they're just gone, they've become The
Vanished Vatchers, and given his father's formerly affluent, currently desperate state
of being, and his parents' openly complicated marriage, everything is on the table:
double murder, murder suicide, and plenty of speculation as to what happened, but
no answers.
Ned spends the rest of his life searching for the parents he knows would never just
leave him like that. Looking, and looking, and looking, on foot, via private eye, by
plane, his quest knows no bounds.
During the manhunt for his parents, he grows into an affluent man in his own right,
whose career trajectory echoes that of Geoff Sterling's in many ways. The allusion is no
surprise given many of the characters in this book are real world Newfoundland legends,
like Squires and Proust. Ned's father was a righthand man to Squires in the book.
But it's the fictional Vatcher family, and all of their tensions, conflicts, secrecy,
resentments, and blind family loyalty at the heart of this book . These things knot
together into a tight, untangleable mess of a mystery neither Ned nor the reader will
see unfolding until it all snaps apart and floors you.
Few writers create the engrossing air Johnston crafts here. He is a masterful
storyteller in step with the greats and classics, and his latest, First Snow, Last Light
is one of his strongest offerings to date, despite some superfluous reiteration and
meandering CanLitia passages whose long windedness take the wind out of some
big moments. This book is what its jacket promises, “An epic family mystery with a
powerful, surprise ending.” It really is one hell of
an ending, and a book readymade for adaptation
for the stage or the screen. It'll be no surprise to
hear rights have been sold to this ambitious and
absorbing piece of storytelling.
For fans of his body of work, this novel also sees
the return of Sheilagh Fielding as a peripheral but
pivotal character.
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She has fulfilled that mandate in a hurry,
given she's only been here 2 years. After
finishing up some articling in Ontario,
a job hunt led her to St. John's where
she's now a lawyer with O'Brien White.
"One of my friends had gotten work here
and sent me some postings," she says.
"One of them happened to work out."
But it's her work outside of work that
put the Woman of Distinction award
on her mantle. Many know Gobhina
as a local organizer with Amnesty
International here in town. "I've always
been interested in doing human rights
advocacy," she says. "I like being able to
use my skills outside of my day to day
job for things that I feel strongly about."
When she first moved to St. John's,
she says she met some of the local
organizers at the Farmer's Market.
She thought it was a good fit and dove
right in. "One of the most recent events
I organized was a youth conference late
last year. It was the first of its kind in St.
John's. We had a two day conference
for high school students, hosted at Holy
Heart, on human rights advocacy. "We
had Amnesty International employees
from Ottawa come to town to facilitate
skills workshops, and organized
speakers including someone from the
NL Human Rights Commission, and a
professor at MUN who is also a survivor

"They were able to see the ways in
which the system around them may
have created an unwelcoming space,
and the barriers new Canadians, visible
minorities, and other oppressed or
vulnerable populations may face, and
were really creative and interested in
coming up with solutions."
Gobhina keeps busy working with plenty of
other vibrant local organizations as well.
She sits on the board of directors at Eastern
Edge Gallery for instance. "I was drawn to
Eastern Edge because of its mandate to be
a space for feminist, multicultural, queer,
and other diverse perspectives. I love the
dialogue that the Gallery creates through
its exhibits and projects, and the voice it's
become in the community."
Gobhina was also a part of the stellar
and successful volunteer team behind
City Councillor Maggie Burton last fall.
"I volunteered because I wanted to see
Maggie herself, and more people like
Maggie, sitting on council. Someone who
is smart, passionate, has interesting
and progressive ideas to move the city
forward, and frankly, is not a man."I think
there are a lot of ways in which this city
can improve, and we need different people
and perspectives in power to make those
improvements. I hope having Maggie on
council has created more space for people
who didn't necessarily have that space, or
see themselves in that space before."
A generalist of a lawyer, she says she
particularly likes doing refugee and
immigration work, including "some pro
bono work for new Canadians (or those
who are trying to be)."

PHOTO: O'BRIEN WHITE LAW

The book starts with a boy coming home from school, except this day, the first storm
of the year, is not like all the other days before it. His mother isn't at the window
waiting. She's not even home. The door is locked, the lights are off, the car is gone,
and something's wrong. Hours pass, days, and they're still not home.

of the
Rwandan
genocide.
"We were
really thrilled with
how the conference turned out.
I wanted to have a particular focus on
diversity and inclusivity, and the students
were amazing -- they just got it.
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APRIL 22
ST. JOHN’S

ARTS & CULTURE CENTRE

MAY 27
ST. JOHN’S

